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Under mild conditions on the space X, we describe the additive structure of the
integral cohomology of the space X p = EC in terms of the cohomology of X.C pp
We give weaker results for other similar spaces, and deduce various corollaries
concerning the cohomology of finite groups. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let S be a group with a fixed action on a finite set V. By the wreath
product G X S of a group G with S we mean a split extension with kernel
GV , quotient S, and with the S-action on GV given by permuting the
copies of G. Our main interest is the integral cohomology of finite groups
of the form G X S. We work in greater generality, however, because it is no
more difficult to study the cohomology of spaces of the form X V = E,S
where E is an S-free S-CW-complex, and X is a CW-complex of finite
type. The mod-p cohomology of certain such spaces plays a crucial role in
w xSteenrod's definition of the reduced power operations 29 . Building on
work of Steenrod, Nakaoka described the cohomology of such spaces with
w xcoefficients in any field 23 . The point about working over a field is that
then the cellular cochain complex for X is homotopy equivalent to the
cohomology of X, viewed as a complex with trivial differential. If the
integral cohomology of X is free, then a similar result holds in this case.
 .Evens used this to study the cohomology of the classifying space of the
 .Lie group U m X S in the course of his work on Chern classes ofn
w xinduced representations 13 . The study of the integral cohomology in the
U  .case when H X is not free is much harder. The pioneers in this case
were Evens and Kahn, who made a partial study of the important special
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case of X p = EC . We complete the study of this case in Section 4C pp
below, which could be viewed as both an extension of and a simplification
w xof 15, Sect. 4 . Many, but not all, of our results are corollaries of this work.
Our paper has the following structure.
In Section 1 we give some algebraic background. Most of this material is
well-known, although we have not seen Lemma 1.4 stated explicitly before,
and we believe that Lemma 1.1 is original. This lemma, which compares
spectral sequences coming from double complexes consisting of ``the same
groups,'' but with ``different differentials,'' is the key to our extension of
w xthe Evens]Kahn results 15 . Theorem 2.1 is a statement of the result of
Nakaoka mentioned above, which for interest's sake we have made more
general than the original. A weak version of this theorem could be stated
U  .as ``if H X is free, then the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence for
U  V .H X = E collapses at the E -page.'' A similarly weakened version ofS 2
 .Theorem 2.2 would say that over the integers or any PID , this spectral
< <sequence collapses at the E -page, r s 2 q V , without any condition onr
U  .H X .
The Cartan]Leray spectral sequence may be obtained from a double
complex. In Sections 3 and 4 we study the other spectral sequence
associated with the same double complex. In Section 3 we define the
elements a X 1 and give upper and lower bounds on their orders. In
Section 4 we describe the additive structure of the integral cohomology of
p w xX = EC , extending work of Evens and Kahn 15 . One surprisingC pp i .corollary of this result is that for p G 5, a cyclic summand of H X of
j  . U  p .order p gives rise to p y 1 r2 cyclic summands of H X = EC ofC pp
order p jq1, not just the summand that one would expect in degree pi. In
Section 5 we use the results of Section 4 to determine the differentials and
extension problems in the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence for X p =C p
EC .p
w xQuillen's detection lemma 25 , which states that the mod-p cohomology
of X p = EC is detected by two maps from X p and X = BC , is aC p pp
corollary of Nakaoka's results. In Section 6 we describe the kernel of the
analogous map in integral cohomology. In Section 7 we sketch how the
methods of Sections 4, 5, and 6 may be applied to describe the p-local
cohomology of X p = ES . In fact this turns out to be considerablyS pp
simpler than the case of the cyclic group.
In Section 8 we review a conjecture of A. Adem and H.-W. Henn
concerning the exponent of integral cohomology of finite groups. We show
that if G does not afford a counterexample, then neither does G X C . Forp
a slightly stronger conjecture we obtain the more general result that if G
and S do not afford counterexamples then neither does G X S. We also
 .recall an upper bound on the eventual exponent of integral cohomology
w xof p-groups, based on generalized Frattini subgroups, that we gave in 21 .
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Section 9 describes an example showing that this bound is not always best
possible. The only connection between this section and wreath products is
that evidence gleaned from wreath products led the author to believe for
some time that such examples could not exist.
In Section 10, we assume that the p-local cohomology of X is a finitely
generated algebra, so that the variety of all ring homomorphisms from
U  .H X to an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p is affine. In
U  p .this case the variety for H X = EC is also affine, and may beC pp
U  . described in terms of the variety for H X . This is easily deduced from
w x w x .23 , but is first stated explicitly in 25 . We use the results of Sections 4
and 6 to give a similar description, for each i, of the subvariety correspond-
U  p . iing to the annihilator in H X = EC of the element p . First weC pp
prove some general properties of such subvarieties. In Section 11 we apply
the results of Section 10 to cohomology of finite groups. The subvarieties
w xthat we study were introduced in this context by Carlson 11 . Let G be a
 . U  .p-group, let W G be the variety of ring homomorphisms from H G to
 .  i.  .k, and let W G be the subvariety corresponding to Ann p . Each W Gi i
 .is a covariant functor of G. We show that W G is contained in the imagei
  ..  .of W F G , where F G is the generalized Frattini subgroup introducedi i
w x  i ..in Section 8. Carlson asked in 11 if the image of W F G is contained
 . i .in W G , where F G is the ith iterated Frattini subgroup of G. We givei
examples where this does not hold. We show however that the image of
  .  ..  .W F G l Z G is contained in W G . We close with the remark that in1
 .all known examples, each W G has a nice description.i
1. NOTATION AND ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES
We hope that our notation is either defined where used or is evident. As
a rough guide we mention the following points.
v p is a prime number throughout.
v C is a cyclic group of order n.n
v  4  4V is the set 1, . . . , l , or occasionally 1, . . . , p .
v  .S s S V is the symmetric group on V.l
v All spaces are taken to be CW-complexes, and the topology on a
product is chosen so that the product of CW-complexes is a CW-complex
in the natural way.
v For G a group, EG is a contractible G-free G-CW-complex.
v R is a commutative ring, often the integers Z or the p-local integers
 .Z . Usually }m} and Hom }, } should be taken over R. In Sections p.
10 and 11, however, R is a more general commutative Z -algebra, and p.
}m} stands for the tensor product over Z . p.
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v  .Usually S stands for a subgroup of S V , although in Section 9, a
sphere called S makes a brief appearance, and in Section 10, S is a
commutative Z -algebra. p.
v All chain complexes and cochain complexes are bounded below.
 U ,U . U ,UDouble cochain complexes will be denoted E , d, d9 , E , or similarly,0 0
where the subscript is intended to suggest that we will take spectral
sequences. Double complexes and pages of the associated spectral se-
.quences will be depicted with the first index running horizontally:
. .. .. .
di, jq1 iq1, jq16??? E E ???0 06 6
.d9 d9
di, j iq1, j6??? E E ???0 0. .. .. .
w xFollowing Cartan and Eilenberg 12 , we call the associated spectral
sequence in which d s d9 the ``type I spectral sequence,'' and the spectral0
sequence in which d s d the ``type II spectral sequence.'' Note that0
higher differentials in type II spectral sequences will point upwards and
leftwards on our illustrations.
The following lemma seems to be new, and is very useful in our
 . U  p .calculation in Section 4 of H X = EC .C pp
 U ,U .LEMMA 1.1. Let E , d, d9 be a double cochain complex of abelian0
groups, and let EU ,U be the corresponding type II spectral sequence. For anyr
ÄU ,U Ä Ä .integer n, make a second double cochain complex E , d, d9 , where0
Äi, j i, j Ä Ä U ,UE s E , d s d, and d9 s nd9. Then any element x of E that represents0 0 0
U ,U ÄU ,U Ä r .  .an element of E also represents an element of E , and d x s n d x .r r r r
Proof. By assumption, there exist x s x , . . . , x g EU ,U such that1 r 0
 .  .  .d x s 0 and d x q d9 x s 0 for 1 F i - r, and then by definition1 iq1 i
 .  . iy1d x is represented by d9 x . Now if we let y s n x , we see thatr r i i
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .x s y , d y s 0, d y q d9 y s 0 for 1 F i - r, and that d x s1 1 iq1 i r
r rÄ  .  .  .d9 y s n d9 x s n d x .r r r
Remark. There is no simple relation between the type I spectral
U ,U ÄU ,Usequences associated with the complexes E and E .0 0
PROPOSITION 1.2. If CU is a cochain complex of R-modules, then CUmV
 .may be gi¨ en the structure of a cochain complex of RS V -modules as
 .  .follows. The action of the transposition s s i, i q 1 g S V is defined on ai
homogeneous element c m ??? m c by1 l
 .  .deg c deg ci iq1s c m ??? m c s y1 c m ??? m c m c m ??? m c . .  .i 1 l 1 iq1 i l
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Proof. First check that the action of each s commutes with thei
UmV  .differential on C . Now recall that S V has the following presentation
w xas a Coxeter group 9 ,
2 32<S V s s , . . . , s s , s s , s s , .  .  . ;1 ly1 i i j k kq1
< <where 1 F i, j - l, 1 F k - l y 1, and i y j ) 1. Now check that each of
UmVthe relators in this presentation acts trivially on C .
Remark. The above proof was suggested to the author by Warren
Dicks. It seems to be easier than proofs in which one works out the sign
 .  w x.for the action of every element of S V see, for example, 5, 14 . On the
other hand, one needs to know the sign of the action of an arbitrary
element in most applications.
If CU is the cellular cochain complex on a finite type CW-complex X, it
 . V may be shown that the cellular action of S V on X with the product
. U  V . U  .mVcell structure induces the above action on C X s C X .
 .Let S be a subgroup of S V , and let W# be a chain complex of free
RS-modules. Much of our work consists of studying double cochain com-
plexes of the form
jUmVi , jE s Hom W , C , . /0 S i
and their associated spectral sequences. In many cases, W# will be either
the cellular cochain complex of a free S-CW-complex E, or will be a free
resolution of the trivial RS-module R. In either of these cases there is a
homomorphism of RS-complexes, where S has the diagonal action on
.W# m W# ,
D : W# ª W# m W#
U  .which gives rise to an anticommutative ring structure on H Hom W#, R .S
 UmV .  UmV .In this case, the isomorphism C m R ( C gives rise to a graded
U  . U U ,UH Hom W#, R -module structure on H Tot E , and a bigraded ac-S 0
tion on each of the two spectral sequences from the E -page onwards. In2
U  . .each case, H Hom W#, R is graded in the i-direction.S
w xLemma 1.3, which we shall state but not prove, is due to Steenrod 29 .
It is used in Steenrod's definition of the reduced p-powers, as well as in
 w x .Nakaoka's work on wreath products see 23 , or Theorem 3.1 below . For
most of our purposes the easier Lemma 1.4 will suffice, however. Lemma
w x1.4 is implicit in a remark in 13 , but I know of no explicit statement of it
in the literature.
 .LEMMA 1.3. If W# is as abo¨e a complex of free RS-modules and
f , g : C9U ª CU are homotopic maps between cochain complexes of R-
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 mV .  mV .modules, then the maps Hom 1, f and Hom 1, g fromS S
 UmV .  UmV .Hom W#, C9 to Hom W#, C are homotopic.S S
The proof of Lemma 1.3 is slightly simpler if it is also assumed that W#
w xis acyclic, and this is the statement given in the recent books 5, 14 . Even
if one is only interested in the special case of group cohomology, however,
it is worth having the stronger version of Lemma 1.3 because this justifies
the application of Nakaoka's argument to wreath products of the form
G X S9, where S9 has S as a quotient and acts on GV via the action of S
on V.
LEMMA 1.4. Let W# be a complex of free RS-modules, and let f : C9U ª
CU be a homotopy equi¨ alence between cochain complexes of R-modules.
Define a double cochain complex EU ,U by0
jUmVi , jE s Hom W , C , . /0 S i
and similarly for EX i, j. Then the map0
Hom 1, f mV : EXU ,
U ª EU ,U .S 0 0
of double cochain complexes induces an isomorphism on the E -pages of the1
associated type I spectral sequences, and hence an isomorphism between the
homologies of the corresponding total complexes.
Proof. The map f mV : C9mV ª CmV is a homotopy equivalence of
R-complexes, and is an RS-map, so induces an RS-module isomorphism
j XmV . j mV . i, jbetween H C and H C . If W is free with basis I , then Ei i 1
 X i, j. j mV . resp. E is isomorphic to a product of copies of H C resp.1
XmVj ..H C indexed by I , and the map is an isomorphism as claimed.i
The conclusion of Lemma 1.4 does not necessarily hold for f : C9U ª CU
that only induces an isomorphism on cohomology, but recall the following
w xlemma, from, for example, 28, p. 167 .
LEMMA 1.5. A map between R-projecti¨ e cochain complexes is a homo-
topy equi¨ alence if and only if it induces an isomorphism on cohomology.
We end this section with some remarks concerning the case when R is a
 . Uprincipal ideal domain PID and C is an R-free cochain complex such
i U .that each H C is a finitely generated R-module. For each i, fix a
i U .splitting of H C as a direct sum of cyclic R-modules. Thus for some
indexing set A,
HU C ( H a , .  .[
agA
 .   ..  .where H a is isomorphic to Rr r a and is a summand in degree i a ,
 .  .for some r a g R and integer i a .
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 .UFor r g R and i g Z, define a cochain complex C r, i such that each
 . j  . i  . iy1C r, i s0, except that C r, i (R and if r is non-zero, then C r, i ( R.
 .U i  .U .  .Define the differential in C r, i so that H C r, i ( Rr r . Define a
cochain complex C9U by
UUC9 s C a , .[
agA
 .U   .  .. U Uwhere C a s C r a , i a . It is easy to construct a map from C9 to C
inducing an isomorphism on cohomology, which is therefore a homotopy
equivalence by Lemma 1.5.
 UmV .U Now consider the RS-module structure of the complex C9 . The
.motivation for this is provided by Lemmata 1.3 and 1.4. As a complex of
 UmV .UR-modules, C9 splits as a direct sum of pieces of the form
U U
C a , . . . , a s C a m ??? m C a . .  .  .1 l 1 l
 .UCall such a summand a ``cube,'' and call the C a that arise the cube'sj
``sides.'' The action of S permutes the cubes, and the stabilizer S9 of the
 .U  . Vcube C a , . . . , a is equal to the stabilizer of a , . . . , a g A . Each1 l 1 l
 .U  . ia1.ye 1.R-module summand of C a , . . . , a of the form C a m ??? m1 l 1
 . ial .ye  l .  .  .  .C a , where e j s 0 or 1 and e j s 0 if r a s 0, is in fact anl j
RS9-summand. Define Vy by
y <V s j g V i a y e j is odd , .  . 4j
q y  q.  y.  .and V s V _ V . Then S9 is a subgroup of S V = S V F S V ,
 . ia1.ye 1.  . ial .ye  l .and the action of S9 on C a m ??? m C a is given by the1 l
 y.  q. sign action of S V tensored with the trivial action of S V . This may
.be checked using Proposition 1.2.
2. NAKAOKA'S ARGUMENT AND GENERALIZATIONS
Recall that S is a subgroup of the symmetric group on a finite set V,
and let E be a free S-CW-complex of finite type. Note that we do not
require E to be contractible. For any finite type CW-complex X we may
define an action of S on a product of copies of X indexed by V, letting S
permute the factors. Now S acts ``diagonally'' on X V = E, and we may
 V .form the quotient space X = E rS. Topologists usually insist that S
should act on the right of X V and on the left of E, and write X V = E forS
the quotient. Assume that E is connected. By considering various covering
spaces of X V = E it is easy to see that in this case the fundamentalS
V  .group of X = E is the wreath product G X p ErS , where G is theS 1
fundamental group of X. By this wreath product we mean a split extension
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V  .  .with kernel G and quotient p ErS , where p ErS acts via the action1 1
of its quotient S on V. In particular, if E is simply connected, then
 V .p X = E is the wreath product G X S. From now on we shall assume1 S
that E is both connected and simply connected for clarity}it is easy to
make the necessary changes to cover the general case.
U  V .For any field k, Nakaoka's argument determines H X = E; k inS
U  . U  .terms of H X ; k and H ErS; N for various signed permutation
kS-modules N. The argument applies equally to the cohomology of X V =S
E with non-trivial coefficients coming from some kG X S-modules in fact,
.those which are ``tensor-induced'' from kG-modules and gives some
U  V .information about H X = E; R for any commutative ring R. TheS
following account includes both of these generalizations.
Let R be a commutative ring, and let V, S, E, and X be as above, with
 .p X s G. All chain complexes will be chain complexes of R-modules1
unless otherwise stated and all unmarked tensor products will be over R.
Let W# be the cellular R-chain complex for E, so that W# is a chain
complex of free RS-modules, and is a free resolution for R over RS in the
case when E is acyclic. Let U# be the cellular chain complex of the
universal cover of X, so that U# is a chain complex of finitely generated
free RG-modules. If M is an RG-module, then RGV acts on MmV by
letting GV act component-wise, and S acts on MmV by permuting the
factors of each monomial m m m m ??? m m . Together these actions1 2 l
define an RG X S-module structure on MmV. Similarly, the total complex
of U#mV becomes a complex of RG X S-modules, where the action of S is
as described in Proposition 1.2. From this point of view the signs that arise
are due to the fact that the action of S on the V-cube does not necessarily
preserve its orientation. The complex U#mV is the cellular chain complex of
V  .the universal cover of X with the product CW structure , where the
action of G X S comes from the action of S on X V. Similarly, the complex
U#mV m W#, with the diagonal action of G X S, is easily seen to be the
cellular chain complex of the universal cover of X V = E.S
Define a double cochain complex Ei, j by0
Ei , j s Hom U#mV m W , MmV . . .j0 RG X S i
The associated total complex is the complex of G X S-equivariant cochains
on the universal cover of X V = E with values in MmV , and so theS
U  V mV .cohomology of this complex is H X = E; M . There are two spec-S
tral sequences associated to the double complex Ei, j. The type I spectral0
sequence has E -page2
Ei , j s H i ErS; H j X V ; MmV . . .2
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This is a spectral sequence of Cartan]Leray type for the covering of
X V = E by X V = E. From the E -page onwards it is isomorphic to theS 2
Serre spectral sequence for the fibration
X V ª X V = E ª ErS.S
U  .Each of the two spectral sequences admits a bigraded H ErS; R -module
structure from the E -page onwards, as was shown in Section 1.2
So far we have not used the assumption that X is of finite type. This is
required to establish the second of the following isomorphisms of double
cochain complexes:
EU ,U s Hom U#mV m W#, MmV .0 G X S
( Hom W#, Hom V U#mV , MmV . .S G
mV( Hom W#, Hom U#, M . . .S G
Thus we are reduced to the study of the cohomology of a double complex
of the type discussed in Section 1.
 .Remark The Algebraic Case . The case of interest in group cohomology
may be recovered as the case when X and ErS both have trivial higher
homotopy groups note that this is more general than requiring E to be
.contractible . Of course, in the algebraic case we can do without the space
 .X altogether, and just take the complex U# to be a finite type R-free
RG-projective resolution for R. Thus the above argument applies to groups
 .  .G of type FP ` over R, rather than just those groups G having a K G, 1
of finite type.
The following theorem is due to Nakaoka, although we have deliberately
made the statement more general than the original which considered only
.trivial coefficients .
w xTHEOREM 2.1 23, 13, 20 . As abo¨e, let X be a connected CW-complex of
finite type with fundamental group G, and let M be an R-free RG-module such
U  .  .that H X ; M is R-projecti¨ e. Let E be a connected free S-CW-complex.
Then there is an isomorphism of graded R-modules
mVU U UmV mVH X = E; M ( H ErS; H X ; M . . .  .S
The spectral sequence with coefficients in MmV for the fibration X V ª X V =S
E ª ErS collapses at the E -page, and the additi¨ e extensions in the recon-2
struction of the cohomology from the E -page are all tri¨ ial.`
Remarks. Note that the freeness conditions are automatically satisfied
if R is a field. In the case when M s R, the isomorphism of the theorem
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is moreover an isomorphism of R-algebras, and for general M it may
U  V . U  Ube shown to be an isomorphism of H X = E; R ( H ErS; HS
 .mV .X ; R -modules.
U  .Proof. Under the conditions of the theorem, both C s Hom U#, MG
U U  U . Uand C9 s H C are R-projective. Viewing C9 as a cochain complex
with trivial differential it is easy to construct a chain map from C9U to CU
 w x w x.inducing the identity map on cohomology see 23 or 15 , which is a
homotopy equivalence by Lemma 1.5. Now by either Lemma 1.3 or
U  V mV .Lemma 1.4 we see that H X = E; M may be calculated as theS
X i, j   UmV . j.cohomology of the total complex of E s Hom W , C9 . But this0 S i
double complex has trivial j-differential, so splits as a direct sum of double
 .complexes concentrated in constant j-degree or ``rows'' .
Remarks. There are other proofs of special cases of Theorem 2.1.
There is a topological proof due to Adem and Milgram in the special case
when S is cyclic of order p, E is contractible, S acts freely transitively on
w xV, and the coefficients form a field 3 .
There is also a short proof of the trivial coefficient case arising in
wcohomology of finite groups, due to Benson and Evens 5, Vol. II, p. 130;
x14, Theorem 5.3.1 . This proof is as follows: If G is finite, and R s k is a
field, then one may take U# to be a minimal resolution for k over kG. In
this case, if M is a simple kG-module, for example, the trivial module k,
 .then the differential in Hom U#, M is trivial and so the double complexG
U  mV .for computing H G X S; M has one of its differentials trivial, and the
type I spectral sequence collapses at the E -page. It is not true however2
that if also W# is a minimal resolution for k over kS then U#mV m W# is a
minimal resolution for k over kG X S, because in general this will have a
larger growth rate than a minimal resolution.
U  .If the condition on H X ; M is weakened, Nakaoka's argument may
still be applied, but the conclusion is far weaker. For example, consider the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Take notation and conditions as in the statement of
U  .Theorem 2.1, but replace the condition that H X ; M should be R-projecti¨ e
U  .by the condition that H X ; M should ha¨e projecti¨ e dimension at most
one o¨er R. Then from E onwards, the spectral sequence for the fibration2
X V ª X V = E ª ErS with MmV coefficients is a direct sum of spectralS
U ,U U ,U i, j < <sequences E s [ E , where each E has ``height'' at most V . Therer r , a r , aa
U  V mV .is a corresponding direct sum decomposition of H X = E; M .S
U ,U < <Remark. By the phrase ``E has height at most V '' we mean thatr , a
 .  . i, j  .there exist integers n a F n9 a such that E s 0 if j - n a orr , a
 .  .  . < <j ) n9 a , and n9 a y n a F V . In particular this implies that d is< V <q1
the last possibly non-zero differential.
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i .Proof. Let P u Q ¸ H X ; M be a projective resolution over R fori i
i . U iH X ; M , and build a cochain complex C9 with C9 s Q [ P andi iq1
differential given by the composite
C9i ¸ P u Q u C9iq1.iq1 iq1
Then using the projectivity of P and Q it is easy to construct a chain mapi i
U  .from C9 to Hom U#, M inducing an isomorphism on cohomology,G
which is an equivalence by Lemma 1.5. Now by either Lemma 1.3 or
XU ,U  mV .Lemma 1.4, the double complex E s Hom W#, C9 may be used0 S
U  V . Uto compute H X = E; R . By construction C9 splits as a direct sumS
 mV .Uof complexes of length at most one, and so C9 splits as a direct sum
< < XU ,
U
of complexes of length at most V , and hence E splits as a direct0
< <sum of double complexes of height at most V . The claimed properties of
the spectral sequence now follow from Lemma 1.4.
Remarks. There is no easy generalization of the statement given after
U  V .Theorem 2.1 concerning the ring structure of H X = E; R . It isS
known, for example, that the ring structure of the integral cohomology of
w xX does not suffice to determine that of X = X 24 . This could be
considered as the case of X V = E when R is the integers, E is a point,S
and S is the trivial subgroup of the symmetric group on a set V of size
two.
One may ask about similar results to the above for generalized cohomol-
wogy theories. We believe that the following statement is implicit in 10,
x U  .Chap. IX : ``Let h y be a complex oriented generalized cohomology
U  .theory associated with an H -ring spectrum, and assume that h X is`
U U  Vfree over h with basis B concentrated in even degrees. Then h X =S
ÄU.  .E is isomorphic to a direct sum of h ErS9 's, shifted in degree, where S9
runs over the stabilizers of a set of orbit representatives for the action of S
on BV.'' For specific choices of S and E stronger results are known}see
w x19 for some recent results in the case when S s C and E is contractible.p
3. THE ORDER OF a X 1
Throughout this section, take R to be either Z or one of its localizations,
and let W# be the cellular chain complex of an S-free S-CW-complex E
 .with augmentation e : W# ª R, so that the homology of ker e is the
2 i .reduced R-homology of E. For any X of finite type and any a g H X ; R ,
2 i l V . w xa X 1 g H X = E; R may be defined 29, 23, 14 . We give bounds onS
the order of a X 1 in terms of the order of a . In fact it costs no extra work
U  .to replace C X ; R by an arbitrary R-free cochain complex of finite type,
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so we do so. Much of the section generalizes to the case when R is any
PID, if the statements concerning orders are replaced by statements about
annihilators.
For CU a finite type R-free cochain complex, and c g CU of even
 UmV .degree, define c X 1 g Hom W#, C byS
c X 1 w s e w .c m ??? m c, .  .
for any w g W#. The same formula may be used for c of odd degree, but
UmV Ã Ã .in this case it defines an element of Hom W#, C m R , where R isS
the RS-module of R-rank one on which S acts via the sign representation
 .of S V . If c is a cocycle, then so is c X 1, and using Lemma 1.3 it may be
shown that the cohomology class of c X 1 depends only on the cohomology
class of c this is the only place where we require Lemma 1.3 rather than
. U  U .Lemma 1.4 . Thus if a g H C , we may define a unique element a X 1
U  UmV .of H Tot Hom W#, C .S
U  U .If a does not generate a direct summand of H C , pick a 9 and an
U  U .integer n such that a 9 generates a direct summand of H C and
 .  .a s na 9. Then check on the level of cochains a X 1 s na 9 X 1 s
l .n a X 1 . Hence it suffices to consider the case when a generates a
U  U .summand of H C .
THEOREM 3.1. Fix S, W#, R, as abo¨e. Let CU be any R-free finite type
U  U .cochain complex, and let a g H C . Then the order of a X 1 g
U  UmV .  .H Tot Hom W#, C depends only on the order O a of a , and theS
U  U .order of a cyclic summand of H C containing a . If a has infinite order,
U  U .then so does a X 1. If a generates a finite direct summand of H C , then
O a F O a X 1 F l9.O a , .  .  .
where l9 is the h.c. f. of the lengths of the S-orbits in V.
Proof. The reduction to the case when a generates a direct summand
U  U .of H C is discussed above. If a does generate a direct summand of
U  U . U  U .H C , pick a splitting of H C into cyclic summands as at the end of
Section 1:
HU CU s H a . .  .[
agA
Choose the splitting in such a way that a generates one of the summands,
 . U U   .U .say H a . Construct C9 as in Section 1. Then H C a maps isomor-0 0
U  U .  .UmVphically to the summand of H C generated by a , and C a is an0
RS-summand of the complex C9UmV. Hence the image of HU Tot HomS
  .UmV . U  UmV .W#, C a in H Tot Hom W#, C is a direct summand. More-0 S
U   .U .over, if a 9 g H C a maps to a , then a 9 X 1 maps to a X 1. Thus we0
i U .  .see that if a generates a summand of H C of order n, then O a X 1
 . i  .U . s O a 9 X 1 , where a 9 generates H C n, i see Section 1 for the
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 .U .  .U  .UmVdefinition of C n, i . Let D n, i s C n, i . It may be checked that
as complexes of RS-modules, for any i,
Uy2 l i y2 l iylU U ÃD n , 2 i ( D n , 0 ( D n , 2 i q 1 m R , .  .  .
Ã  .where R is the sign representation of S F S V . Hence the order of
a 9 X 1 does not depend on i.
Let E9 be a set of points permuted freely, transitively by S, and let E0
be a contractible free S-CW-complex with one orbit of zero cells. Then
there are S-equivariant maps E9 ª E ª E0, and hence augmentation
preserving RS-maps W#9 ª W# ª W#0 . Thus it suffices to verify the lower
bound in the case when W# s W#9 , and the upper bound in the case when
W# s W Y#. The lower bound follows from the Kunneth theorem, becauseÈ
U U mVUTot Hom W#9 , D n , 0 ( D n , 0 ( C n , 0 . .  .  . .S
 .For the upper bound in the case when a generates a summand Rr n
for n / 0, we consider the type II spectral sequence, E#U ,U , for
jYi , jE s Hom W , D n , 0 . . .0 S i
Since we assumed that W Y is free of rank one, E0, 0 is isomorphic to R,0 0
and some generator for E0, 0 is a cocycle representing a 9 X 1. Since Ei, j is0 0
0, 0 0 U ,U .zero for j ) 0, E is a subgroup of H Tot E . Hence the order of` 0
0, 0  .y1a 9 X 1 is equal to the order of E . Now as a RS-module, D n, 0 is`
isomorphic to the permutation module with basis V. See the analysis at
.the end of Section 1. The coboundary
dy1 06RV s D n , 0 D n , 0 s R .  .
 .satisfies d v s n for each v g V : RV. Now since W#0 is acyclic, the
E -page of the spectral sequence is isomorphic to the cohomology of the1
 .Ugroup S with coefficients in D n, 0 . More precisely,
ji , j iE s H S, D n , 0 . . .1
0, j   . j.S  . jIn particular, E s D n, 0 , the S-fixed points in D n, 0 . Thus1
E0, 0 s R, and E0, y1 is the free R-module with basis the S-orbits in V. It1 1
follows that
E0, 0 s E0, 0rIm d9: E0, y1 ª E0, 0 ( Rr nl9 , . .2 1 1 1
where l9 is the h.c.f. of the lengths of the S-orbits in V. This gives the
0, 0 0, 0required upper bound, since E is a quotient of E .` 2
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Remark. There is an easy argument using the transfer which gives the
 . < <  .weaker upper bound O a X 1 F S .O a .
The most interesting case of the construction of a X 1 is of course the
case in which W# is acyclic, and we shall concentrate on that case from
now on. Proposition 3.2 gives an easy case in which the lower bound given
above is attained for W# acyclic, and hence for all W#.
PROPOSITION 3.2. With notation as in Theorem 3.1, if a generates a
 .  .  .summand of order O a s n with n coprime to l9, then O a X 1 s O a .
Proof. By assumption, each of a and l9a generates a summand of
U  U .  .  .  .H C of order n, so O a X 1 s O l9a X 1 and O a X 1 divides nl9 by
 . l .  .Theorem 3.1. But l9a X 1 s l9 a X 1 , and hence O a X 1 is coprime
to l9.
In view of Proposition 3.2, it is reasonable to consider the problem of
the order of a X 1 one prime at a time. An easy transfer argument shows
that in this case it suffices to consider the case when S is a p-group. In this
case, and for W# acyclic, I know of no case where the upper bound of
 .Theorem 3.1 or rather its p-part is not attained. The only cases in which
I have been able to prove this are stated below.
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a p-group of order pn, and let S permute V freely,
U  U .transiti¨ ely. Let W# be acyclic and let a generate a summand of H C of
r  . rqnorder p . Then O a X 1 s p if either S is cyclic, or S is elementary
abelian.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show this for some single choice
U U  U .of C and element a generating a summand of H C of even degree.
We choose CU to be a cochain complex for computing the integral
cohomology of some p-group H, and then use techniques from cohomol-
w xogy of finite groups, including the Evens norm map 14 and a theorem of
w xJ. F. Carlson 11 which we state below as Theorem 3.4.
 w x.Recall from, for example, 14 that if G is a finite group, with subgroup
H, then a choice of transversal T to H in G gives rise to an injective
homomorphism
f : G ª H X S GrH , .T
 .where S GrH is the permutation group on the set GrH of cosets of H
in G. Furthermore, if T 9 is another transversal, then f and f differT T 9
 .only by an inner automorphism of H X S GrH . If H is normal in G then
 .the map G ª S GrH factors through GrH, and GrH acts freely,
U  .transitively on the cosets of H. If a is an element of H H of even
G . U  . U  .degree, then the Evens norm N a g H G is defined to be f a X 1H T
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 .for W# acyclic , and is independent of T. There is a double coset formula
G . U  .for the image of N a in H H , which in the case when H is normal inH
G is
ResG N G a s cU a , 1 .  .  .H H t
tgT
U U  .where c is the map of H H induced by conjugation by t. Our strategyt
for proving the theorem is to find a group G expressible as an extension
U  .with quotient S and kernel some suitable H, and some a g H H
r G . nq rgenerating a summand of order p such that N a has order p .H
In the case when S s C n is cyclic, we may take G to be cyclic of orderp
pnq r, so that H is cyclic of order pr. Then
U w x r U w x nq rH H s Z a r p a , H G s Z a 9 r p a 9 , .  .  .  .
2 i . 2 i .where a and a 9 have degree two, and g g H G generates H G if
G  . 2 i .  . G G . p nand only if Res g generates H H . But by 1 , Res N a s a , soH H H
G . nq rN a has order p as required. The case when S is non-cyclic of orderH
four may be proved similarly, taking G to the generalized quaternion
group of order 2 rq2 expressed as a central extension with quotient S and
cyclic kernel.
 .n  .  .The case S s C for n / 1 and p, n / 2, 2 is more complicated,p
because here it seems to be impossible to choose G with H a central
subgroup. For p s 2, let P be the dihedral group of order eight, and for
 . 3odd p, let P be the unique non-abelian group of order p and exponent
p. In each case the centre of P is cyclic of order p. Now let G be the
central product of n copies of P and a cyclic group of order pr. The group
G has the presentation
rp p p<G s A , . . . , A , B , . . . , B , C C , A , B , A , A , 1 n 1 n i i i j
ry 1yd  i , j. pw x w xB , B , A , C , B , C , A , B C , 2 .;i j i i i j
 .where d i, j is the Dirac d-function. Let Z be the subgroup of G
generated by C. Then Z is the centre of G, Z is cyclic of order pr, and
GrZ is elementary abelian of rank 2n. Let H be the subgroup of G
generated by C, and the A 's. Then H is normal in G, and H s Z = H9,i
where H9 is the elementary abelian group of rank n generated by the A 's.i
The quotient GrH is elementary abelian of rank n, so is isomorphic to S
as required.
H U  . U  .Since Z is a direct summand of H, the map Res : H H ª H Z isZ
U  . w x  r . 2 .surjective. Let H Z s Z g r p g , and let a g H H be such that
H  . U  . r  .Res a s g . The exponent of H H is p by the Kunneth theorem ,ÈZ
U  .so any such a generates a summand of H H . Since Z is central in G,
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U U  .c acts trivially on H Z for any g g G. Applying the double cosetg
 .formula given in 1 , it follows that
ResG N G a s cU g s g p n . .  .Z H t
tgGrH
U  .The claim will follow if we can prove that any element of H G whose
2 i . nq rimage generates H Z for some i ) 0 has order p . This is done in
Lemma 3.5.
w xTHEOREM 3.4 11 . Let G be a finite group, and let x , . . . , x be elements1 m
U  . U  .of H G such that H G is a finite module for the subalgebra they generate.
< <  .  .Then the order G of G di¨ ides the product O x ??? O x .1 m
 .LEMMA 3.5. Let G be the group with presentation 2 as abo¨e, and Z the
U  .subgroup generated by C. Then any element of H G whose image under
G 2 i . nq rRes generates H Z , for some i ) 0, has order p .Z
Proof. Let a be an element as in the statement. We shall exhibit1
U  . U  .a , . . . , a g H G of order p such that H G is finite over the2 nq1
subalgebra generated by a , . . . , a . Then by Theorem 3.4, a must1 nq1 1
have order at least pnq r. The subgroup H of G has index pn, and its
 . rpositive degree cohomology has exponent p , so a transfer argument
gives the other inequality. Recall that work of Quillen implies that for any
U  . Up-group K, H K is finite over a subring H9 if and only if for every
U  .maximal elementary abelian subgroup E of K, H E is finite over its
K  U . w xsubring Res H9 26 .E
The maximal elementary abelian subgroups of G have p-rank n q 1,
and all contain the central subgroup of Z order p. One way to see this is
to note that the subgroup of G generated by the A 's and B 's contains alli i
elements of G of order p, and this group is an extraspecial group of order
p2 nq1, whose elementary abelian subgroups are discussed in, for example,
w x .7 . The quotient GrZ is elementary abelian of rank 2n, and if E is a
maximal elementary abelian subgroup of G, the image of E in GrZ is
elementary abelian of rank n.
Recall that if E is an elementary abelian group of rank m, then
2 .  . UH E ( Hom E, QrZ is elementary abelian of the same rank. Let H9
U  . 2 U  .be the subalgebra of H E generated by H . Elements of H E of
positive degree have exponent p, and H9U m F is naturally isomorphic top
w xthe ring F E of polynomial functions on E viewed as an F -vector space.p p
w x w xRecall from, for example, 6, Chap. 8 , that the ring of invariants in F Ep
under the action of the full automorphism group of E is a polynomial
 malgebra with generators c , . . . , c , where c has degree 2 p ym , 0 m , my1 m , i
i.  .p . The c 's are known as the Dickson invariants. Recall also that if E9m , j
w xis a subgroup of E of rank m9, then the image of c in F E9 is zero form , j p
j - m y m9 and is a power of c otherwise.m9, jymqm9
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U  .Now let g , . . . , g be the elements of H GrZ corresponding to the1 n
Dickson invariants c , . . . , c in the subalgebra generated by2 n, n 2 n, 2 ny1
2 .H GrZ . Let E be a maximal elementary abelian subgroup of G, and let
Z9 be the order p subgroup of Z. Then ErZ9 is a subgroup of GrZ of
rank n, and the properties of the Dickson invariants stated above imply
U  .  .that H ErZ9 is finite over the subalgebra generated by Res g , . . . ,1
 . U  . G .Res g . Let a be the image of g in H G . Now Res a , . . . ,n iq1 i E 2
G . U  .Res a freely generate a polynomial subalgebra of H E m F andE nq1 p
G  . U  . G  .Res a s 0 for i ) 1. If a is an element of H G with Res a / 0,Z9 i 1 Z9 1
G . G .as in the statement, then it follows that Res a , . . . , Res a alsoE 1 E nq1
U  . U  .freely generate a polynomial subalgebra of H E m F , and so H E isp
U  .finite over the subalgebra they generate. Thus H G is finite over the
algebra generated by a , . . . , a by Quillen's theorem, and then a1 nq1 1
nq rmust have order at least p by Carlson's Theorem 3.4.
Remark. The proof of Lemma 3.5 is based on Carlson's method for
w xcomputing the exponent of the cohomology of the extraspecial groups 11 .
Carlson does not use Dickson invariants to construct elements analogous
to the a 's for i ) 1, but gives an existence proof for such elements viai
algebraic geometry.
4. INTEGRAL COHOMOLOGY FOR THE
CYCLIC GROUP OF ORDER p
In this section we concentrate on the study of the integral cohomology
of X p = E, where C acts by freely permuting the factors of X p and EC pp
is contractible. As above, the results apply more generally to the cohomol-
 Ump. Uogy of Hom W#, C for any finite type cochain complex C of freeC p w xabelian groups. Evens and Kahn obtained partial results for this case 15
and we give few details for that part of our calculation which is a repeat of
theirs. The main new idea here is the use of Lemma 1.1, which enables us
U  p .to complete the calculation of H X = E and to give simpler proofsCp w xof some of the results in Evens and Kahn's paper 15 .
As in Section 1, let CU be a cochain complex of finitely generated free
abelian groups, for example, the cellular cochain complex of a CW-complex
of finite type. Let E be a contractible C -free C -CW-complex, and letp p
W# be the cellular chain complex for E. Recall from Lemma 1.4 that for
 Ump. Ufinding the cohomology of Hom W#, C , the complex C may beC p
replaced by any homotopy equivalent complex. As in Section 1, we replace
CU by a complex C9U consisting of a direct sum of pieces of the form
 .U i U . C n, i , in bijective correspondence with the summands of H C in
.  .   .Usome fixed splitting isomorphic to Zr n . Recall that C n, i is a
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complex which has at most two non-zero groups, each of rank one, and
U   .U .  . .that H C n, i is isomorphic to Zr n concentrated in degree i.
As in Section 1, the complex of abelian groups, C9Ump splits as a direct
 .U  .Usum of ``cubes'' of the form C n , i m ??? m C n , i . The action of C1 1 p p p
permutes the cubes freely, except for those cubes whose sides all corre-
U  U .spond to the same cyclic summand of H C . The action of C on thesep
cubes is by a cyclic permutation of the p distinct axes. Considering the
cube as embedded in R p, the matrix for the action is a permutation matrix
of order p. More care must be taken for p s 2 than for p odd, because a
2 = 2 permutation matrix of order two has determinant y1.
The cubes permuted freely by C cause no problem. Indeed, if DU isp
any cochain complex of abelian groups, then the Eckmann]Shapiro lemma
w x8, 5 shows that
HU Tot Hom W#, DU m ZC ( HU DU . . .C pp
Moreover, each of the two spectral sequences arising from viewing
 U . i, 0 i U .Hom W#, D m ZC as a double cochain complex has E ( H DC p 2p
i, j  .and E s 0 for j / 0. We can of course find the cohomology of C n , i2 1 1
 .m ??? m C n , i using the Kunneth theorem. If i s i q ??? qi andp p 1 p
iy j  .  ..exactly r of n , . . . , n are non-zero, then H C n , i m ??? C n , i is1 p 1 1 p p
r y 1 .  .isomorphic to a sum of copies of Zr n , . . . , n .j 1 p
 .mpSimilarly, the cubes of the form C 0, i where C acts by permutingp
 .mpthe factors are easy to handle. The cochain complex C 0, i consists of a
single ZC -module of Z-rank one in degree pi. This is the trivial ZC -mod-p p
Ãule except when p s 2 and i is odd, in which case it is Z, the module on
which a generator for C acts as multiplication by y1. Thus each such2
cube contributes a summand to the spectral sequence of the form
U U Ã U , pi .   . .H C ; Z resp. H C ; Z if p s 2 and i is odd concentrated in E .p 2 2
 .U  .mpAs in Section 3, let D n, i s C n, i for n G 0 be a complex of
ZC -modules where C acts by permuting the factors with a sign if p s 2p p
. U  p .and i is odd . The only contributions to H X = E not accounted forC p
by the above remarks come from summands of the double cochain com-
  ..plex of the form Hom W#, D n, i , for n ) 1. It is easy to see that theC p
 . j  .module D n, i is the zero module unless p i y 1 F j F pi, and that
j p .  .  .D n, i is ZC -free of rank 1rp if p i y 1 - j - pi. In the case whenp j
 . pi  . p iy1.p is odd, D n, i and D n, i are the trivial ZC -module Z.p
2 i Ã 2 iy1. .  .  .When p s 2, D n, i is isomorphic to Z resp. Z and D n, i is
Ã  .  .isomorphic to Z resp. Z if i is even resp. odd . To describe the
 .Udifferential in D n, i completely we would have to choose an explicit
 . jgenerating set for each D n, i , and we shall not do this. All that we shall
 .U   .U .require in the sequel is that D 1, i is exact because C 1, i is exact ,
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 .U  .Uand that if we view C 1, i and C n, i as consisting of the same groups
 .Ubut with different maps, then the differential in D n, i is n-times that in
 .U  .  .D 1, i . Note that for p odd, each D n, i is isomorphic to D n, 0 shifted
 .  .in degree by pi, and for p s 2, D n, 2 i is isomorphic to D n, 0 shifted by
 .  .4 i and D n, 2 i q 1 is isomorphic to D n, 1 shifted by 4 i.
i, j   . j.THEOREM 4.1. For p an odd prime, let E s Hom W , D n, 0 , and0 C ip
let E#U ,U be the corresponding type II spectral sequence. Then for i ) 0, Ei, j2
is zero except that E2 i, 0 and E2 i, yp are cyclic of order p. Define a function2 2
 .g j as
¡ p y 1j1rp p y 1 y1 q for 0 F j F p y 1, .  .~  / /g j s j . ¢
0 otherwise.
0, yj  . g  j.Then E is an extension of Zrp by Zrn for j s 0, 2, 4, . . . , p y 3,2
0, yj  . g  j.nonsplit if p di¨ ides n, and for other j, E is isomorphic to Zrn . If p2
di¨ ides n then the spectral sequence collapses at E . If p does not di¨ ide n then2
the non-zero higher differentials are d , d , . . . , d , and in this case Ei, j s 03 5 p `
0, yj  . g  j.for i ) 0 and E ( Zrn .`
Remark. The reader may find it helpful to consult Figs. 1 and 2, which
illustrate cases of the above statement.
i, j i  . j.Proof. For this spectral sequence E is isomorphic to H C ; D n, 0 .1 p
 .yjSince D n, 0 is the trivial module Z for j s 0 or j s p, free of rank
p i, j .1rp for 0 - j - p and zero for other j, we see that E is trivial forj 1
FIG. 1. The E -page and higher differentials for the spectral sequence of Theorem 4.1,2
when p s 7 and n s 1. v denotes a non-zero entry.
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FIG. 2. The E -page of the spectral sequence of Theorem 4.1 for p s 7.2
i ) 0 except that E2 i, 0 ( E2 i, yp ( Zrp. Also E0, yj is free abelian of rank1 1 1
 .f j , where f is defined as
1 for j s 0 or j s p ,¡
p~f j s . 1rp for 0 - j - p , /j¢
0 otherwise.
Note that the only non-zero groups on the E -page occur on the three line1
segments j s 0 and i G 0, j s yp and i G 0, i s 0 and yp F j F 0. The
shape of the E -page implies that Ei, j s Ei, j for i ) 0, and that the only1 2 1
possibly non-zero differentials after d are1
d : E2, yp ª E0, 3yp ,3 3 3
4, yp 0, 5ypd : E ª E ,5 5 5
...
py3, yp 0, y2d : E ª E ,py2 py2 py2
and
d : E py1q2 i , yp ª E0, 2 i for all i G 0.p p p
To determine the groups E0, j and the higher differentials we shall first2
consider the case n s 1 and then apply Lemma 1.1.
 .UThe complex D 1, 0 is exact, which implies that for n s 1 the total
complex of EU ,U is exact, and hence Ei, j s 0 for all i and j. We also know0 `
the isomorphism type of Ei, j for all i and j except for the cases when2
i s 0 and yp F j F 0. Since each of the possibly non-trivial groups on the
E -page is involved in at most one possibly non-trivial higher differential, it2
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follows that in the case n s 1, all the possibly non-zero differentials listed
above must be isomorphisms, and that all groups E0, j except those such2
that E0, j appears in the above list must be trivial. This completes ther
proof in the case n s 1.
Let Z j and B j stand for the cycles and boundaries respectively in E0, yj1
for the case n s 1. Then Z j and B j are free abelian of the same rank, and
j j j j  .Z s B except that Z rB has order p for j s 0, 2, 4, . . . , p y 3. Let g 9 j
stand for the rank of Z j or B j. By Lemma 1.1, the group of cycles for d in1
E0, yj for general n is equal to Z j, while the group of boundaries is equal1
to nB j. It follows that for general n, E0, yj is the natural extension of2
j j j j  . g 9 j.Z rB by B rnB ( Zrn , which is nonsplit whenever possible. Thus
to verify the claimed description of the E -page it suffices to show that2
 .  .g 9 j s g j . For this, note that the short exact sequence
0 ª Z j ª E0, yj ª B jy1 ª 01
 .  .  .  .  .implies that g 9 j q g 9 j y 1 s f j . Define polynomials F t , G t in a
formal variable t by
F t s f j t j, G t s g 9 j t j, .  .  .  . 
j j
and note that
p y 1 1 ppF t s 1 q t q 1 q t . .  .  .
p p
 .  .  .The relation given between f and g 9 implies that 1 q t G t s F t , from
which it is easy to verify that g 9 s g.
It now remains only to check the given description of the higher
differentials in the spectral sequence for general n. Once more we invoke
Lemma 1.1. For i ) 0, let x g E2 i, yp be an element representing a0
2 i, yp 2 iy1yp  2 iypq1, 0 .generator for E , and let y g E resp. y g E if 2 i ) p1 0 0
 .be an element representing the image of x under d resp. d in the2 iq1 p
spectral sequence for n s 1. If p divides n, then n j y will represent zero in
E for j G 2, and so in this case the higher differentials are trivial. If on2
the other hand p does not divide n then n j y will represent an element of
order p in E for j G 1, and so again the higher differentials are as2
claimed.
THEOREM 4.19. For p s 2, let EU ,U be the double cochain complex0
  .U .Hom W#, D n, 0 . Then in the corresponding type II spectral sequence,C2
Ei, j s 0 except that E2 iq2, 0 ( E2 iq1, y2 ( Zr2 for all i G 0, and E0, 0 (2 2 2 2
 .Zr 2n . If n is e¨en the spectral sequence collapses at E . If n is odd, the2
spectral sequence collapses at E , and Ei, j s 0 except that E0, 0 ( Zrn.3 3 3
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XU ,U   .U .Let E be the double cochain complex Hom W#, D n, 1 . Then in0 C2
the corresponding type II spectral sequence Ei, j s 0 except that EX 2 iq1, 2 (2 2
EX 2 iq2, 0 ( Zr2 for all i G 0, and EX 0, 1 ( Zrn. If n is e¨en the spectral2 2
sequence collapses at E . If n is odd the spectral sequence collapses at E and2 3
EX i, j s 0 except that EX 0, 1 ( Zrn.3 3
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, and easier in spite of
the extra complication introduced by the second action of C on Z.2
THEOREM 4.2. Let p be an odd prime and let W# be an acyclic complex
of free ZC -modules. Let CU be a cochain complex of finitely generated freep
abelian groups, and choose some splitting
HU CU ( H a , .  .[
agA
 . da. U .   ..where H a is a summand of H C , and is isomorphic to Zr n a ,
 .  .where for simplicity and without loss of generality each n a is either 0, a
power of p, or a positi¨ e integer coprime to p. Let C act on the set A p byp
 .permuting the factors, so that elements of the form a , . . . , a are in free1 p
orbits pro¨ided that not all the a are equal, and elements of the formi
 . U  Ump.a, . . . , a are fixed. Then H Tot Hom W#, C is a direct sum of theCp
following summands.
 . p  .a For each free C -orbit in A with orbit representati¨ e a , . . . , a ,p 1 p
r .   .  ..and for each j, a direct sum of copies of Zr n a , . . . , n a inj y 1 1 p
 .  .  .degree d a q ??? qd a y j. Here r is the number of a 's such that n a is1 p i i
non-zero.
 .  .  .b For each a such that n a s 0, one copy of Z in degree pd a , and
 .  .for each i G 0, one copy of Zr p in degree pd a q 2 q 2 i.
 .  .c For each a such that n a is non-zero and coprime to p and for each
 .  .  .  .j, a direct sum of g j copies of Zr na in degree pd a y j, where g j is as
defined in the statement of Lemma 2.2.
 .  .d For each a such that n a is a power of p, for j s 0, 2, . . . , p y 3, a
 .   ..   ..direct sum of g j y 1 copies of Zr n a and one copy of Zr pn a in
 .  .   ..degree pd a y j; for other j a sum of g j copies of Zr n a in degree
 .  .  .pd a y j; and for each i G 0 one copy of Zr p in degree pd a q 2 q 2 i
 .   . .and one copy of Zr p in degree p d a y 1 q 2 q 2 i.
Proof. The fact that we can split the cohomology as a direct sum of
 .  .contributions of the types described, and the analyses of cases a and b ,
 .  .were proved earlier. Cases c and d are descriptions of the cohomology
U ,U    . ..of the total complex of E s Hom W#, D n a , 0 , and so follow0 Cp
 .from Theorem 4.1 except that in case d we have to show that the
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extension with kernel E0, ypq2 i and quotient E2 i, yp representing H 2 iyp is` `
 .  .split for 1 F i F p y 1 r2. For i s 1 this is obvious, because g p y 2 s
0, 2yp  .0 and hence E s 0. For other i we use for the first time the graded`
U  .H C ; Z -module structure of the spectral sequence, which is a filtrationp
U  . U   .U .of the graded H C -module structure on H Hom W#, D n, 0 . It isp C p
easy to see that the product of a generator for E2, yp and a generator for`
2 i . 2q2 i, ypH C ; Z is a generator for E and therefore that there is anp `
U  U ,U . 2q2 i, ypelement of H E of order p yielding a generator for E , and so0 `
the extension is split.
As an alternative we may solve the extension problem by calculating
U  U ,U .H Tot E m F , which determines the number of cyclic summands of0 p
U  U ,U .H Tot E by the universal coefficient theorem. When p divides n, the0
 .differential in D n, 0 m F is trivial, and so the type II spectral sequencep
U  U ,U .for H Tot E m F collapses at the E -page, which makes this calcula-0 p 1
tion easy. We leave the details to the interested reader.
THEOREM 4.29. Let p s 2, and let W# be an acyclic complex of free
ZC -modules. Let CU be a cochain complex of finitely generated free abelian2
groups and fix a splitting
HU CU ( H a , .  .[
agA
U  Um2 .as in the statement of Theorem 4.2. Then H Hom W#, C is a directC2
sum of the following summands.
 .   .  ..a For each a / a9 g A, one summand Zr n a , n a9 in degree
 .  .  .  .d a q d a9 , and if both n a and n a9 are nonzero, one summand
  .  ..  .  .Zr n a , n a9 in degree d a q d a9 y 1.
 .  .  .b For each a with n a s 0 and d a e¨en, one summand Z in degree
 .  .2 d a and one summand Zr2 in each degree 2 d a q 2 q 2 i.
 .  .  .c For each a with n a s 0 and d a odd, one summand Zr2 in each
 .degree 2 d a q 1 q 2 i.
 .  .  .   ..d For each a with n a odd and d a e¨en, one copy of Zr n a in
 .degree 2 d a .
 .  .  .   ..e For each a with n a odd and d a odd, one copy of Zr n a in
 .degree 2 d a y 1.
 .  .  .  .f For each a with n a a strictly positi¨ e power of 2 and d a e¨en,
  ..  .one copy of Zr 2n a in degree 2 d a and one copy of Zr2 in degree
 .  .2 d a y 1, and in each degree of the form 2 d a q 1 q i.
 .  .  .  .g For each a with n a a strictly positi¨ e power of 2 and d a odd,
  ..  .one copy of Zr n a in degree 2 d a y 1 and once copy of Zr2 in each
 .degree 2 d a q i.
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Proof. This follows from the preamble together with Theorem 4.19.
Note that this is simpler than Theorem 4.2 in that there are no extension
problems that need be resolved.
5. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR THE
CYCLIC GROUP OF ORDER p
In the previous section we computed the integral cohomology of X p =C p
EC for any finite type CW-complex X, by replacing the double cochainp
complex forming the E -page of the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence with0
a direct sum of simpler complexes. In this section we solve the associated
type I spectral sequences, and hence describe the differentials and exten-
sion problems in the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence for X p = EC .C pp
For CU a cochain complex of finitely generated free abelian groups, fix a
U  U .splitting of H C as a direct sum of cyclic groups,
HU CU s H a .  .[
agA
as in the statement of Theorem 4.2. As in the preamble to Section 4,
choose a cochain complex C9U splitting as a direct sum of subcomplexes
 .U  .C9 a indexed by the same set A , and a homotopy equivalence f from
U U U   .U .C9 to C , the cochains on X, such that the image of H C9 a under
U  . U  U .f is H a : H C . As in Section 4, let W# be the chain complex for
EC . By Lemma 1.4, the double complexesp
UmpUU , UE s Hom W#, C and . . /0 Cp
UU mpXU , UE s Hom W#, C9 . . /0 Cp
give rise to isomorphic type I spectral sequences, from the E -page1
onwards. If CU is the cellular cochain complex of a finite type CW-complex
X, then the type I spectral sequence for EU ,U is the Cartan]Leray spectral0
sequence for X p = EC .C pp
We have already seen that EXU ,U splits as a direct sum of subcomplexes0
indexed by the C -orbits in A p. In the preamble to Section 4 we showedp
that the type I spectral sequences corresponding to free C -orbits in A pp
have E -page concentrated in the column EX 0,U , so collapse at E and give2 2 2
rise to no extension problems. We also showed that the trivial C -orbits ofp
 .  .the form a, . . . , a such that H a is infinite cyclic give rise to double
complexes with a single non-zero row, and hence the type I spectral
sequences for such orbits collapse at E and give rise to no extension2
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problems. Thus the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence for X p = EC splitsC pp
from E onwards as a direct sum of the following:2
 . 0, Ua Various pieces concentrated in E# .
 .  . i .b For each a g A such that H a : H X is infinite cyclic, a piece
concentrated in the row E#U , pi.
 .  . i .c For each a such that H a : H X is cyclic of order n, a copy of
  .U .the type I spectral sequence for the double complex Hom W#, D n, iCp
defined in the introduction to Section 4.
Thus to solve the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence, it suffices to solve
the type I spectral sequences for the double complexes of Theorems 4.1
and 4.19.
THEOREM 5.1. Let p be an odd prime, let EU ,U be the double cochain0
complex of Theorem 4.1, and let E#U ,U be the corresponding type I spectral
sequence. If p does not di¨ ide n, then Ei, j is as follows, where the function g is2
as defined in Theorem 4.1:
 .[g yj
Zrn for i s 0, .i , jE s2  0 for i ) 0.
In this case the spectral sequence clearly collapses and gi¨ es rise to no
extension problems. If p di¨ ides n, the E -page is2
 .[g yj¡ Zrn [ Zrp for i s 0, j odd, 0 ) j ) 1 y p , .
 .[g yj
i , j ~ Zrn for i s 0, j not as abo¨e, .E s2
Zrp for i ) 0, 0 G j G 1 y p ,¢
0 otherwise.
In this case the spectral sequence collapses at E , and the E -page is3 3
 .[g yj¡ Zrn if i s 0, .
Zrp if either j s 0, i ) 0 and i e¨en , or j s 1
i , j ~E s3 yp and i odd, or i s 1 and j s
y1, y3, . . . , 2 y p ,¢
0 otherwise.
The only non-tri¨ ial extensions in reassembling HU Tot EU ,U from EU ,U are0 `
that the extension with kernel E1, yj and quotient E0, 1yj is non-split for3 3
j s 1, 3, . . . , p y 2.
Remark. Figure 3 illustrates the case of the above statement when
p s 7 and n is a multiple of p. In the figure, circles indicate entries
isomorphic to Zr7, and squares indicate other non-zero entries. Entries in
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<FIG. 3. The E -page of the spectral sequence of Theorem 5.1, for p s 7 and p n.2
black remain non-zero in E s E . Arrows represent non-zero d 's, and3 ` 2
double lines represent non-split extensions.
i, j   . j. i, jProof. Recall that E s Hom W , D n, 0 , and so E s Hom0 C i 1 Cp p
 j  .U .. i, j iW , H D n, 0 because W is free, and then E s H C ;i i 2 p
j  .U ..  .U jH D n, 0 . The complex D 1, 0 is exact, and if we let Z stand for
 .yjthe cycles in D 1, 0 , then for any n,
Uyj j jH D n , 0 s Z rnZ . . .
j  j.Since Z is free abelian, the cochain complex Hom W#, Z is also freeCp
abelian, and we have the isomorphism.
Hom W#, Z jrnZ j ( Hom W#, Z j rn Hom W#, Z j . .  .  .C C Cp p p
i, yj i j j.Hence we may compute E s H C ; Z rnZ by first computing2 p
U  j.H C ; Z and then applying a universal coefficient theorem.p
0  .0 jNow Z s D 1, 0 s Z, Z s 0 unless 0 F j F p y 1, and for 0 - j F
p y 1 there is a short exact sequence of C -modulesp
0 ª Z j ª F ª Z jy1 ª 0,j
p . .where F is a free module of rank 1rp . Taking cohomology we obtainjj
for 0 - j - p the exact sequences.
0 ª H 0 C ; Z j ª H 0 C ; F ª H 0 C ; Z jy1 ª H 1 C ; Z j ª 0 . .  .  .p p j p p
0 ª H iq1 C ; Z jy1 ª H iq2 C ; Z j ª 0. .  .p p
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Using the second of these and the periodicity of the cohomology of Cp
with arbitrary coefficients, it follows easily that for i ) 0 and 0 F j F p y 1,
Zrp for i q j even,i jH C ; Z s .p  0 for i q j odd.
0 j.For each j, H C , Z is a free abelian group, so we need only find itsp
rank. From the first of the two exact sequences we obtain for 0 - j - p
that
1 p0 j 0 jy1 0Rk H C ; Z q Rk H C ; Z s Rk H C ; F s . . .  .p p p j  /jp
0 0. 0 j.Note also that H C ; Z has rank 1, and so the rank of H C ; Zp p
 .satisfies the same recurrence relation as g j defined in Lemma 2.2, so is
 .equal to g j . Now the universal coefficient theorem tells us that
Ei , j ( H i C ; Z jrnZ j .2 p
( Tor H iq1 C ; Z j , Zrn [H i C ; Z j m Zrn, .  . /p p
and we see that EU ,U is as claimed.2
It will turn out that the E -page, together with the cohomology of EU ,U2 0
 .which was calculated in the last section , suffices to determine the pattern
of higher differentials. We claim that the only non-zero higher differential
is
d : Ei , j ª Eiq2, jy1 ,2 2 2
where i G 0, 0 G j ) 1 y p, and i q j is odd. Moreover, when i s 0, the
kernel of d is a direct summand of Ei, j. These claims imply those made2 2
in the statement concerning the E -page. Let3
A s Ei , j,[m 2
iqjsm
so that d and the higher differentials give rise to maps from subquotients2
of A to subquotients of A . Then for m ) 0, the order of A is p p,m mq1 m
g ym. 2w pym.r2x while for 0 G m G 1 y p the order of A is n p here them
square brackets indicate the greatest integer less than or equal to their
. m  U ,U . g ym.contents . The order of H Tot E is, by Theorem 4.1, equal to n p0
for m G 2 y p, and n g ym. for m F 1 y p. For m s 1 y p, the orders of
m U ,U .A and H E are equal, and so there are no non-zero higherm 0
differentials leaving A . This is also easy to see directly, because A1yp 1yp
.is concentrated in the bottom left corner of the E -page. Now assume that2
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m is even, and that we have shown that A consists of cycles for all them
higher differentials. In this case, the universal cycles in A form amq 1
mq 1 U ,U .filtration of H E , and in particular these two groups have the0
same order. The universal cycles in A modulo the image of Amq 2 mq1
mq 2 mq2 U ,U .under all differentials form a filtration of H s H E . Taking0
the orders of various groups we obtain the inequality
< mq 2 < < < < < < < < mq 1 < < <H s cycles in A r image of A F A ? H r A ,mq 2 mq1 mq2 mq1
with equality if and only if A consists entirely of universal cycles. It ismq 2
easy using the numbers given above to check that equality does hold, and
so by induction A consists of universal cycles.mq 2
Now pick any strictly positive m. By the above inductive argument, all
elements of A are universal cycles, and it is clear that E2 mq2, 02 mq2 2
cannot be hit by any differential. However, H 2 mq2 has order p, so the
other p y 1 summands of A of order p must all be hit by some2 mq2
differential. The only way for this to happen is if
d : E2 mq1qi , yi ª E2 mq3qi , yiy12 2 2
U  .is an isomorphism for 0 F i - p y 1. The H C ; Z -module structure ofp
the spectral sequence allows us to deduce the claimed description of d on2
Ei, j for all i ) 0. To see that d on E0, j is non-zero for j odd and2 2 2
0 ) j ) 1 y p, note that no higher differential can hit a generator for
E2, jy1, but this generator must be hit to ensure that the product over i of2
2q i, jyiy1 2qjy1 U ,U .the orders of E equals the order of H E . To see that` 0
0, j  . g y j.the kernel of d on E is isomorphic to Zrn for j odd, note that2 2
since d : E2, j ª E4, jy1 is an isomorphism, the kernel of d : E0, j ª2 2 2 2 2
2, jy1 0 j j. 0, jE is equal to the kernel of the map from H C ; Z rnZ s E to2 p 2
2 j j. 2, jH C ; Z rnZ s E induced by the cup product with a generator ofp 2
2 . 0 j.H C ; Z . This kernel contains the image of H C ; Z , which is isomor-p p
 . g y j. 2 j.phic to Zrn , because H C ; Z s 0 for odd j. Given the descrip-p
tion of E claimed in the statement, it is easy to see that there are no3
further non-zero differentials, and that the non-trivial extension problems
must be as claimed.
THEOREM 5.19. Let p s 2, let EU ,U and EXU ,U be as in the statement of0 0
Theorem 4.19, and let E#U ,U , E#XU ,U be the corresponding type I spectral
sequences. Then if n is odd,
Zrn if i s j s 0,i , jE s2  0 otherwise
Zrn if i s 0, j s 1,X i , jE s2  0 otherwise
and both spectral sequences of course collapse at E .2
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If n is e¨en, then
Zrn if i s j s 0,¡
i , j ~E s Zr2 if j s y1 and i G 0, or if j s 0 and i ) 0,2 ¢
0 otherwise
Zrn if i s 0, j s 1,¡
X i , j ~E s Zr2 if j s 2 and i G 0, or if j s 1 and i ) 0,2 ¢
0 otherwise.
Both spectral sequences collapse at E , and3
Zrn if i s j s 0,¡
Zr2 if i , j s 0, y1 or 1, y1 , or if i ) 0 .  .  .i , j ~E s3 and e¨en and j s 0 or y1,¢
0 otherwise,
Zrn if i s 0 and j s 1,¡
X i , j ~E s Zr2 if i is odd and j s 1 or 2,3 ¢
0 otherwise.
The only non-tri¨ ial extension in reassembling HU Tot EU ,U and HU Tot EXU ,
U
0 0
from the E -pages is that the extension with kernel E1, y1 and quotient E0, 0 is` 3 3
non-split.
Proof. This is similar to, but far easier than, that of Theorem 5.1.
6. A DETECTION LEMMA
Let X be a finite type CW-complex and let a and b be the maps
a : X p = EC ª X p = EC , b : X = BC ª X p = EC .p C p p C pp p
 .Here a is the covering map, and b is induced by the map D: x, e ¬
 . px, . . . , x, e from X = EC to X = EC , which is C -equivariant for thep p p
trivial action on X and the permutation action on X p. One easy corollary
of Nakaoka's description of the mod-p cohomology of X p = EC isC ppw xQuillen's detection lemma 25 , which states that the map
aU , b U : HU X p = EC ; F .  .C p pp
ª HU X p = EC ; F = HU X = BC ; F . .p p p p
is injective. The result of this section is an integral analogue.
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COROLLARY 6.1. Let p be a prime, and as usual let X be a finite-type
CW-complex, and let a , b be as abo¨e. Then the kernel of the map
aU , b U : HU X p = EC ª HU X p = EC = HU X = BC .  . . .C p p pp
U  phas exponent p, and does not contain any cyclic summand of H X =Cp
. U  .E C . If H X is expressed as a direct sum of cyclic groups, then the kernelp
may be described as follows.
i .For p an odd prime, each cyclic summand of H X of finite order di¨ isible
 U U .by p gi¨ es rise to one cyclic summand of ker a , b in each degree
 .pi, pi y 2, . . . , p i y 1 q 3, and these summands form the whole of
 U U .ker a , b .
2 i .For p s 2, each cyclic summand of H X of finite e¨en order gi¨ es rise to
 U U .one cyclic summand of ker a , b in degree 4 i, and these summands form
2 i .the whole kernel. If x generates a summand of H X of e¨en order n, then
 .n x X 1 generates the corresponding summand of the kernel.
U  .Proof. Fix a splitting of H X as a direct sum of cyclic groups. Note
that aU is the edge map in the spectral sequence whose E -page was`
 U .described in Theorems 5.1 and 5.19. It follows that ker a consists of a
direct sum of cyclic subgroups of order p as described in the statement,
U  p .which are not direct summands of H X = EC , and various cyclicC ppU  p .direct summands of H X = EC of order p. Consider the map ofC pp
Cartan]Leray spectral sequences induced by the following map of p-fold
covering spaces:
6
X = EC X = BC
6 6
p p
bD
p p6X = EC X = EC .p C pp
The spectral sequence for X = BC collapses at the E -page, and forp 2
i, j U  .i ) 0, E consists of cyclic direct summands of H X = BC of order p.2 p
The map on E -pages is a filtration of b U , so it follows that the image`
U   U .. U  .b ker a is a sum of cyclic summands of H X = BC of orderp
 .p. Thus any element of ker a not generating a cyclic summand of
U  p .  U .  U U .H X = EC is also in ker b , and ker a , b is at least as large asC pp U  p .claimed. To see that no cyclic summand of H X = EC of order pC pp
 U U .may be contained in ker a , b , consider the diagram
 U U.a , bU U Up p6 .  .  .H X = EC H X = H X = BC
6 6
C p pp
U U .a , bU U Up p6 .  .  .H X = EC ; F H X = H X = BC ; FC p p p pp
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The lower horizontal map is known to be injective, and the kernel of the
U  p .left-hand map is p.H X = EC . Thus the lower composite is injectiveC ppU  p .on any summand of H X = EC of exponent p, and hence so is theC pp
top horizontal map.
Remark. One could make a more general statement for cochain com-
plexes CU equipped with a map from CU to CU m CU having properties
similar to a diagonal approximation for the cellular cochain complex of a
CW-complex. This map is used in the definition of the map b U above.
7. p-LOCAL COHOMOLOGY FOR THE
SYMMETRIC GROUP Sp
The methods used in Sections 4, 5, and 6 may be used to compute the
cohomology with coefficients Z , the integers localized at p, of X p = ES p. S
for any subgroup S of the symmetric group on a set of size p. If S does not
 .act transitively or equivalently has order coprime to p , then the
Cartan]Leray type spectral sequence for X p = ES has E -page concen-S 2
trated in the line E0, U. If S does act transitively, then either the results of2
Sections 4, 5, and 6 together with some transfer argument could be used,
or the methods used above could be applied directly. The case when S is
the full symmetric group works particularly easily. As examples we give the
following, which are analogues of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 6.1.
Throughout this section, we let W# be the chain complex with Z p.
 .coefficients for a contractible, free S -CW-complex. Let D9 n, i be thep
complex
U U mpUD9 n , i s D n , i m Z s C n , i m Z .  .  . p.  p.
 .of Z S -modules, where D n, i is as defined in Sections 3 and 4, and p. p
without loss of generality, n may be taken to be a power of p. The
 .Uy 2 p i  .Ucomplexes D n, 2 i and D n, 0 are isomorphic, as are the com-
 .Uy 2 pi  .Uplexes D n, 2 i q 1 and D n, 1 .
 .THEOREM 7.1. Let p be an odd prime, and let n be a strictly positi¨ e
power of p. Define double cochain complexes EU ,U and EXU ,U by0 0
j jX i , j Xi , jE s Hom W , D9 n , 0 , E s Hom W , D n , 1 , .  . .  .0 S i 0 S ip p
 .Uwhere W# and D9 n, i are as abo¨e. The corresponding type II spectral
sequences collapse at E , and gi¨ e rise to no extension problems. The E -pages2 2
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are
¡Z r pn for i s j s 0, . p.
Z r p for i s 0, j s 2 j9 q 2 p y 1 , .  .  .i , j  p.~E s2
or i s yp, j s 2 j9 q 1 p y 1 , .  .¢
0 otherwise.
¡Z r n for i s 0, j s 1, . p.
Z r p for i s 0, j s 2 j9 q 2 p y 1 , .  .  .X i , j  p.~E s2
or i s p , j s 2 j9 q 1 p y 1 , .  .¢
0 otherwise.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. To calculate the
E -pages of the spectral sequences, note that as a Z S -module,1  p. p
yj j SpD n , 0 ( D n , 1 ( Ind e , .  .  .jS = Sj py j
where e is the sign representation for S tensored with the trivialj j
representation of S . Using the Eckmann]Shapiro lemma it follows thatpy j
E0, 0 ( E0, y1 ( EX 0, 0 ( EX 0, 1 ( Z ,1 1 1 1  p.
and that with these exceptions Ei, j s Ei, j and EX i, j s EX i, j as described in1 2 1 2
the statement. As in Theorem 4.1, the collapse at E follows by comparing2
with the case n s 1 and applying Lemma 1.1.
COROLLARY 7.2. Let X be a CW-complex of finite type, and let a , b be
the maps
ap p6X = ES X = ES ,p S pp
b p6X = BS X = ES ,p S pp
analogous to the maps occurring in the statement of Corollary 6.1. If aU , b U
 U U .are the induced maps on cohomology with Z coefficients, then ker a , b p.
is concentrated in degrees di¨ isible by 2 p, and may be described as follows.
2 i . rE¨ery cyclic summand of H X ; Z of order p gi¨ es rise to a summand of p.
 U U .ker a , b of order p in degree 2 pi. If x generates a summand of
2 i . r r .H X ; Z of order p , then p x X 1 generates the corresponding sum- p.
mand of the kernel.
Proof. This is similar to that of Corollary 6.1.
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Remark. Another generalization of the material in Section 4 is to
consider other possibilities for W#. We have made calculations similar to
those in Sections 4 and 5 for the case when S is cyclic of order p, and W#
is the chain complex of a sphere with a free S-action. In this case the
non-zero entries on the E -page of the type II spectral sequence are2
concentrated at the edges of a rectangle of height p and width the
.dimension of the sphere , and the left-hand edge of the rectangle is
identical to the start of the ``infinite rectangle'' considered in Section 4.
This gives enough information to reconstruct the whole E -page and the2
higher differentials may be calculated using Lemma 1.1.
8. THE EXPONENT OF GROUP COHOMOLOGY
In this section we apply the results of previous sections to the question
of determining the exponent of the integral cohomology of finite groups. It
is simpler to concentrate on p-groups, and we shall do this, although we
shall also make some remarks about the case of arbitrary finite groups.
w xBefore starting, we recall the Evens]Venkov theorem 14, 5 , which
U  .states that if G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G, then H G is
U  .a finitely generated ring, and H H is a finitely generated module for
U  .H G .
DEFINITION A. For G a finite group, say that G enjoys property A
j .when for all i, if there exists j such that H G contains an element of
order pi, then there exist infinitely many such j.
w xProperty A was introduced by A. Adem in 1 , and by H.-W. Henn in
w x w x17 , but see also 22, q. no. 754 . No p-group is known which does not have
property A, and Adem made conjecture A, the conjecture that all p-groups
have property A. Henn also asked whether all p-groups have property A.
j .If G is a finite group with Sylow subgroup G , then H G containsp
i j .elements of order p for infinitely many j if and only if H G does. Thusp
G enjoys property A if its Sylow-p subgroup does.
One may reformulate property A in terms of the cohomological expo-
 .  .nent e G and eventual cohomological exponent ee G of a finite group G,
 .which we define as follows, where exp y stands for the exponent of an
abelian group:
e G s exp H i G , ee G s lim exp H i G . .  .  .  .[ [ /  /jª`i)0 i)j
 .  .  . < <Note that for any G, ee G divides e G and e G divides G . The group
 .  .G enjoys property A if and only if e G s ee G . Adem did not make the
above definition, but he pointed out that the Evens]Venkov theorem
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 .  . w ximplies that if H F G, then ee H divides ee G 1 . It seems to be
 .unknown whether a similar property holds for e G , so we make
y  .Conjecture A . For G any p-group and H any subgroup of G, e H
 .di¨ ides e G .
We call this conjecture Ay because it is weaker than conjecture A.
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let G be a p-group. Then
ee G X C s p ? ee G and e G X C s p ? e G , .  . .  .p p
 .  . U  .except that possibly e G X C s e G if p s 2 and H G contains only2
 .finitely many cyclic summands of order e G , all of which occur in odd
degree.
U  .Proof. First consider the case when p is odd. Express H G as a
< <direct sum of cyclic subgroups. All of these have order dividing G , except
0 .that H G s Z. By Theorem 4.2, each p-tuple of cyclic summands of
U  .H G , not all equal, of orders n , . . . , n gives rise to finitely many cyclic1 p
U  .  4summands of H G X C of order h.c.f. n , . . . , n . Each cyclic summandp 1 p
U  . i  .of H G of order p also contributes p y 1 r2 cyclic summands of
U  . iq1H G X C of order p , infinitely many summands of order p, andp
finitely many other summands of order dividing pi. The only other
0 . 0 .contribution is from H G , which gives rise to H G X C , and otherp
summands of order p. The claim follows.
The case when p s 2 is similar, relying on Theorem 4.29. The extra
U  . idifficulty arises because summands of H G of order 2 in odd degree do
U  . iq1not contribute any summands of H G X C of order 2 . It remains to2
U  .rule out the possibility that H G contains infinitely many cyclic sum-
i  .mands of order 2 s ee G , all but finitely many of which occur in odd
U  .degrees. However, H G is a finitely generated ring, and since the square
U  .of any generator has even degree, H G is a finitely generated module
for the subring of elements of even degree. Let the supremum of the
 . U  .degrees of a finite set of module generators for H G over the even
2 j .degree subring be m. Now suppose that all elements of H G have
i j .exponent strictly less than 2 whenever j ) j . In this case, H G may0
i U  .contain elements of exponent 2 only for j F 2 j q m, and so H G can0
ihave only finitely many cyclic summands of order 2 .
COROLLARY 8.2. Let G be a p-group. If p is odd, then G enjoys property
A if and only if G X C does. If p s 2 and G enjoys property A, then so doesp
G X C .2
The following slightly stronger property than property A fits well with
wreath product arguments, as can be seen from Theorem 8.3.
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DEFINITION A9. For p an odd prime, say that a p-group G enjoys
j .property A9 if for each i ) 0, whenever there exists j such that H G
contains a cyclic summand of order pi, there exist infinitely many such j.
Say that a 2-group G enjoys property A9 if for each i ) 0 and e s 0, 1,
2 jqe  .whenever there exists a j such that H G contains a cyclic summand
of order pi, there exist infinitely many such j.
I know of no p-groups not enjoying property A9, and it seems reasonable
to make conjecture A9, i.e., to conjecture that all p-groups enjoy prop-
erty A9.
THEOREM 8.3. Let G and S9 be p-groups, and let S9 act on the finite set
 .V, with image S F S V . If both G and S9 enjoy property A9, then so does
G X S9.
U  .Proof. As at the end of Section 1, we fix a splitting of H G as a
direct sum of cyclic groups indexed by a set A, and let
UUC9 s C a .[
agA
 .Ube a direct sum of complexes of the form C n, i having cohomology
U  .isomorphic to H G .
 . VLet a stand for the S9-orbit or equivalently S-orbit in A containing
 .  .U UmVa , . . . , a , and let D a be the ZS-subcomplex of C9 generated by1 l
 .  .C a m ??? m C a . Then as complexes of ZS-modules,1 l
UUmVC9 s D a , 3 .  .[
VagA rS
where the sum is over the S-orbits in AV. For p odd, the isomorphism type
 .U  .of D a modulo a shift in degree depends only on the orders of the
 .  . U  .summands H a , . . . , H a of H G , because no subgroup of S9 has a1 l
 .Unon-trivial sign representation. For p s 2, the isomorphism type of D a
 .modulo an even shift in degree depends on the parity of the degrees of
 .the H a as well as on their orders. In either case, property A9 for Gi
 .U  .implies that each isomorphism type of D a that occurs in 3 oc-
 .  .  .curs infinitely often, except for D a , a s a , . . . , a , where H a s0 0 0 0 0
0 .  .H G ( Z. The complex D a is isomorphic to the trivial S-module Z0
concentrated in degree zero.
Let K be the kernel of the homomorphism from S9 onto S, and let W#
be the cellular chain complex for ES9rK, viewed as a complex of free
U  .ZS-modules. By Lemma 1.4, H G X S9 is isomorphic to the cohomology
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of the total complex of
UUU ,E s Hom W#, D a .[0 S  /
VagA rS
Us Hom W#, D a . .[ S
VagA rS
U U,s E a . .[ 0
VagA rS
 .UFrom the analysis of the D a 's given above, it follows that each
 .U ,Uisomorphism type of E a that occurs, occurs infinitely often, except for0
 .U ,UE a . But0 0
U U,E a ( Hom W#, Z , .  .0 S0
U  .U ,U U  .and so H Tot E a is isomorphic to H S9 . Thus if a / a , then any0 0 0
U  .U ,U U  .U ,Ucyclic summand of H Tot E a is also a summand of H Tot E a90 0
for infinitely many a9 by property AX for G, while any cyclic summand of
UU U , .H Tot E a occurs infinitely often by property A9 for S9.0 0
 .For G a p-group, define F G to be the intersection of the subgroupsn
n  .of G of index at most p . Thus F G is the Frattini subgroup of G, and1
 . w xeach F G is a characteristic subgroup of G. In 21 we pointed out thatn
these subgroups give a group-theoretic description of a good upper bound
 .for ee G , as follows.
 .  4PROPOSITION 8.4. Let G be a p-group such that F G s 1 . Thenn
 . nee G di¨ ides p .
Proof. If H , . . . , H is a family of subgroups of G with trivial intersec-1 m
tion, then the natural map
G ª S GrH = ??? = S GrH .  .1 m
sending an element g to the permutation g 9H ¬ gg 9H is injective. If Gi i
 .is a p-group such that F G is trivial, then G is therefore isomorphic to an
subgroup of a product of copies of the Sylow p-subgroup P of S n. Usingn p
 .  . nthe results of Section 4, it may be shown that ee P s e P s p , and then n
claim follows.
 .  . nRemarks. It may be shown that ee P s e P s p without using then n
results of Section 4}the upper bound by a transfer argument, and the
lower bound by exhibiting a suitable subgroup of P whose cohomology isn
known, for example, the cyclic group of order pn.
If G is a finite group with Sylow p-subgroup G , then the p-part ofp
 .  .ee G is equal to ee G , so the bound given by Proposition 8.4 may bep
applied to arbitrary finite groups.
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 .The bound on ee G given by Proposition 8.4 is sharp in many cases
including: the extraspecial groups, and the groups presented during the
proof of Theorem 3.3; groups of p-rank one; abelian groups; the meta-
cyclic groups whose cohomology has been calculated by Huebschmann in
w x i18 . Moreover, if G has subgroups H , . . . , H of index p with trivial1 m
intersection then the subgroups of the form G = ??? = H = ??? = G of G pi
intersect trivially and have index piq1 in G X C . It follows from Proposi-p
 .tion 8.1 that whenever the bound on ee G is sharp, so is the bound on
 .ee G X C . In the next section we shall exhibit a group for which thep
 .bound is not sharp, however. This is a 2-group G such that ee G s 4 but
 .  4F G / 1 .2
9. A GROUP WHOSE COHOMOLOGY
HAS SMALL EXPONENT
As promised at the end of Section 8, we exhibit a counter-example to
the converse of Proposition 8.4. More precisely, we exhibit a 2-group G
whose index four subgroups do not intersect trivially, but such that
 .  .ee G s 4. It is known that if H is a p-group such that ee H s p, then
 . w xH is elementary abelian, and so F H is trivial 1, 17, 21 . Thus our1
example is minimal in some sense. The smallest such G that we have been
able to find has order 27. The necessary calculations are simpler for
another example of order 29, however, so we shall concentrate on this
example and explain the smaller example in some final remarks. We also
discuss the case of odd p at the end of the section.
To explain the origin of the example, it is helpful to consider a more
general problem. If G is a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological
 .  .dimension vcd , then ee G may be defined just as for finite groups. Just
as in Proposition 8.4, it may be shown that if the subgroups of G of index
i  . idividing p have torsion-free intersection, then ee G divides p . In this
case, groups G for which this bound is not tight are already known. Let
 .  .G n depending on the prime p as well as the integer n be the group with
presentation
< p w x w xG n s A , . . . , A , B , . . . , B , C C , A , C , B , C , . 1 n 1 n i i
yd  i , j.A , A , B , B , A , B C .:i j i j i j
 .Thus G n is expressible as a central extension with kernel cyclic of order
p generated by C and quotient free abelian of rank 2n. The spectral
sequence with Z-coefficients for this central extension collapses. By exam-
ining this spectral sequence Adem and Carlson were able to determine the
U   .. w x   .. pring H G n 2 . From their calculation it follows that ee G p s p .
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 .On the other hand, it is easy to show that F G , the intersection of thep
subgroups of G of index dividing p p, contains the element C, so is not
 .torsion-free. One way to see this is to note that the centre Z G is
generated by C, A p, and B p, while the commutator subgroup G9 of G isi i
 .generated by C. The quotient GrZ G is an elementary abelian p-group of
rank 2 p. The map
GrZ G = GrZ G ª G9 .  .
 . w xgiven by g, h ¬ g, h may be viewed as an alternating bilinear form on
 .the F -vector space GrZ G , whose maximal isotropic subspaces havep
dimension p. Now any subgroup of G of index at most p p either contains
 .  .Z G , and in particular contains C, or has image in GrZ G a subspace of
dimension greater than p, which cannot be an isotropic subspace. Hence
C is a commutator in any subgroup of index p p that does not contain
 .Z G .
The quotient of G by the subgroup generated by the A p 's and B p 's isi i
2 pq1 extraspecial of order p in the case p ) 2, this group has exponent p,
and in the case p s 2 it is a central product of copies of the dihedral
.group of order eight . For this group it is known that the bound on the
eventual cohomological exponent given by Proposition 8.4 is best possible
 .see, for example, Lemma 3.5 . Our example is a slightly larger quotient of
 .G 2 in the case when p s 2. Let G be the group with presentation
< 2 4 4 w xG s A , A , B , B , C C , A , B , A , C , 1 2 1 2 i i i
d  i , j.w x w x w xB , C , A , A , B , B , A , B C . 4:  .i 1 2 1 2 i j
 . 4 4Thus G is the quotient of G 2 by the subgroup generated by A and B .i i
The subgroup Z of G generated by the A2 and B2 is central, andi i
elementary abelian of rank four. The quotient Q s GrZ is the extraspe-
cial group of order 25 consisting of a central product of two copies of the
dihedral group of order eight.
U  .Our partial calculation of H G relies on some knowledge of the ring
U  .structure of H Q , at least up to degree four. The additive structure of
U  .H Q , and of the integral cohomology of all extraspecial 2-groups, was
w xdetermined by Harada and Kono 16, 7 . We find that the description of
U  . w xthe ring structure of H Q given in 7 is incorrect, even in low degrees.
U  .All that we shall require concerning H Q is contained in the following
statement.
LEMMA 9.1. Let Q be the quotient GrZ as abo¨e, where G has the
 . 4 .presentation 4 . There is an element x of H Q of order eight, and 4x is
2 .expressible as a sum of products of elements of H Q .
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4 .Proof. First we show that there is an element of H Q of order eight
 w x.we could also quote this fact from 16 . Recall that Q has seventeen
irreducible real representations, sixteen 1-dimensional ones, and one 4-di-
mensional. Let S be the unit sphere in the 4-dimensional faithful real
U  .representation. Then Q acts trivially on H S , so there is an Euler class
 . 4 .   .e S g H Q defined for S. Topologically, e S is the Euler class of the
 .orientable S-bundle S = EQ over BQ s EQrQ. Algebraically, E S isQ
4  .the extension class in Ext Z, Z represented by the chain complex of theZQ
.  .Q-CW-complex S. The centre Z Q of Q is cyclic of order two generated
by the image of C, and the 4-dimensional faithful real representation
restricts to this subgroup as four copies of its non-trivial real representa-
 . 4  ..tion. It follows that the image of e S generates H Z Q . Now Q is a
group of the type discussed in Lemma 3.5, and this lemma implies that
 .e S has order eight.
For the rest of the proof, we consider the spectral sequences for the
central extension
Z Q ª Q ª QrZ Q 5 .  .  .
with integer and mod-2 coefficients. The spectral sequence with mod-2
w xcoefficients was solved completely by Quillen 27, 7 . Recall that the mod-2
cohomology ring of an elementary abelian 2-group of rank r is a polyno-
mial ring on r generators of degree one. Let E#XU ,U be the spectral
 . XU ,U w xsequence for 5 with mod-2 coefficients. Thus E s F y , . . . , y , z ,2 2 1 4
where y g EX1, 0 and z g EX 0, 1. The extension class for Q ini 2 2
2  . .  .  .H QrZ Q ; F is without loss of generality y y q y y . Thus d z s2 1 2 3 4 2
y y q y y . We shall not need to consider any higher differentials in this1 2 3 4
spectral sequence.
U ,U  .Now let E# be the spectral sequence for 5 with Z-coefficients. Then
i, j i  . j  ...E s H QrZ Q ; H Z Q is more complicated, because the integral2
 .cohomology of QrZ Q is more complicated. Except in degree zero,
U   ..H QrZ Q has exponent two, so the Bockstein map d and projection
map p
d : HU QrZ Q ; F ª HUq 1 QrZ Q , .  . . .2
U Up : H QrZ Q ª H QrZ Q ; F .  . .  .2
 .are respectively surjective in positive degrees, and injective in positive
U   ..degrees. As a ring, H QrZ Q is generated by four elements x ofi
degree two, six elements w of degree three, four elements ¨ of degreei j i jk
four, and one element u s u of degree five. Here the indices satisfy1234
1 F i - j - k F 4, and in terms of d the elements are
x s d y , w s d y y , .  .i i i j i j
¨ s d y y y , u s d y y y y . .  .i jk i j k 1 2 3 4
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Note that E1, 3 and E3, 1 are trivial, and that except for E0, 0, each group2 2 2
4 .on the E -page has exponent two. It follows that if x g H Q has order2
eight, then 4x yields an element of E4, 0 in the spectral sequence. The`
proof will be complete once we have shown that E4, 0 is generated by`
products of elements of E2, 0. Let t be a generator for E0, 2. It is logical to` 2
1, 2 w x w xdenote the generators of E by ty , . . . , ty . Although there is no2 1 4
1, 0 w x2 2 U ,Uelement y in E , such relations as ty s t x do hold in E . Thei 2 1 1 2
group E4, 0 is elementary abelian of rank fourteen, with generators the ten2
monomials in the x 's, and the four elements z . The only differentiali i jk
that can hit this group is d : E1, 2 ª E4, 0. To compute this differential, we3 3 3
recall that there is a Bockstein map of spectral sequences:
Ei , jq1 for j ) 0,rq1X i , jd : E ªr iq1, j E for j s 0,rq1
such that the induced map on E -pages is a filtration of the Bockstein`
U  . Uq 1 . i, jd : H Q; F ª H Q . The map on E is given by the map2 2
j  . . jq1  .. i  . .d : H Z Q ; F ª H Z Q for j ) 0 and by d : H QrZ Q ; F ª2 2
iq1  ..H QrZ Q for j s 0.
X1, 1 X 3, 0  . Now the differential d : E ª E satisfies d zy s y y q2 2 2 2 i 1 2
. U ,Uy y y , and so in E# ,3 4 i
w xd ty s d d zy s d y y q y y y .  . . .3 i 3 i 1 2 3 4 i
x x q z for i s 1,¡ 1 2 134
x x q z for i s 2,1 2 234~s
x x q z for i s 3,3 4 123¢x x q z for i s 4.3 4 124
4, 0It follows that E is generated by monomials in the x 's, as required.4 i
 .  .COROLLARY 9.2. The group G with presentation 4 abo¨e has F G /2
 4  .1 and ee G s 4.
 . Proof. The proof that F G contains the element C and is in fact2
.equal to the subgroup generated by C is identical to the proof given
 .above for the group G n , so shall be omitted.
The commutator subgroup G9 of G is cyclic of order two generated by
C, and GrG9 is isomorphic to a product of four cyclic groups of order
four. Thus GrG9 has four 1-dimensional complex representations whose
kernels intersect in the trivial group, and hence a free action with trivial
 .4action on homology on the torus U 1 . Letting S be the 3-sphere as in the
proof of Lemma 9.1, with G acting via the action of its quotient Q s GrZ,
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 .4it follows that G acts freely with trivial action on homology on S = U 1 .
w xBy Venkov's proof of the Evens]Venkov theorem 5 , it follows that
U  .H G is finite over the subring generated by the Euler classes for these
five G-spheres. Thus it suffices to show that the orders of these Euler
 .classes are at most four.
2 . 2 .H G ( H GrG9 is isomorphic to four copies of Zr4, and the Euler
 . 2 .classes of the four U 1 's generate H G . Thus it remains to check that
 . U  .  .e S has order four in H G . From Lemma 9.1 we know that e S g
U  .  .H GrZ has order eight, but 4e S is a sum of products of elements of
2 .  .4 2 . 2 .H GrZ s Zr2 . The image of H Q in H G consists of the
2 .  .4elements 2 x for x g H G s Zr4 , and a product of any two such
4 . .  .elements 2 x 2 x9 s 4 xx9 is zero in H G .
Remarks. With a little more work it can be shown that, with notation as
 2 2:in the proof of Lemma 9.1, 4x s x x q x x . Let G s Gr B , B , so1 2 3 4 2 1 2
that G is a quotient of G of order 27, and Q is a quotient of G . The2 2
argument of Corollary 9.2 can be used to show that the image of 4x in
4 .  .H G is zero, and so ee G s 4.2 2
The evidence of the Adem]Carlson infinite groups suggests that there
 . pshould be similar examples for all primes of groups with ee G s p and
 .  4 F G / 1 . The smallest candidates of the same type as our example forp
. 3 pq1  .p s 2 have order p , and I have been unable to compute ee G for
any of these groups for p odd.
10. VARIETIES FOR HIGHER TORSION
IN COHOMOLOGY
U  p .The description of H X = EC given in Sections 4]6 is compli-C pp
cated. In this section we shall extract some information of a more concep-
U  .tual nature. We assume that H X is a finitely generated ring, and
U  p .describe the ring H X = EC from the point of view of algebraicC pp
geometry. We start by defining the varieties that we shall study, and stating
some of their elementary properties, before stating our main result as
Theorem 10.6. It is convenient to use cohomology with Z -coefficients, so p.
throughout this section the coefficients for cohomology are Z when p.
omitted.
Fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ) 0. Let R be a
 .finitely generated commutative Z -algebra, and define V R to be the p.
variety of all ring homomorphisms from R to k, with the Zariski topology.
 . jFor each j G 0, let I s I R be the annihilator in R of the element p ,j j
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or equivalently the ideal of R generated by the elements of order dividing
p j:
I s Rr s Ann p j . .j R
jp rs0
 .  .Let V R be the corresponding subvariety of V R . Since R is Noetherian,j
there exists j such that the I are all equal for j G j , and we define0 j 0
 .  .  .V R s V R . Thus the V R 's are included in each other as` j j0
V R s V R = V R = ??? = V R s V R . .  .  .  .  .0 1 j `0
U  .  .A ring homomorphism f : R ª S induces maps f : V S ª V R forj j
all j.
v  .For any finite type CW-complex X, let H X stand for the subring of
U  . U  .H X consisting of elements of even degree. If H X is a finitely
v  .generated Z -algebra, then H X is an algebra of the type considered p.
above. The main result of the section, Theorem 10.6, gives a descrip-
 v  p ..  v  ..tion of V H X = EC for such X in terms of the V H X 's.i C p jp
Note that the case i s 0 is not a special case of Quillen's work on
w xequivariant cohomology rings 26 , because we do not assume that X is
finite. The case i s 0 does however follow from Nakaoka's description of
U  p .H X = EC ; F together with some of the commutative algebra fromC p pp
w xthe appendix to 26 . The idea of studying the V for i ) 0 came from ai
paper of Carlson, who considered a special case which we shall discuss in
w x w xthe next section 11 . Proposition 10.1 is Proposition B.8 of 26 .
w xPROPOSITION 10.1 26 . Let f : R ª S be a homomorphism of finitely
generated commutati¨ e F -algebras, and assume that f has the followingp
properties:
 .  . ni For r g ker f there exists n such that r s 0;
 . p n  .ii For s g S, there exists n such that s g Im f .
 .  .Then f induces a homeomorphism from V S to V R .
 .  .Remark. A homomorphism f having properties i and ii is known as
an F-isomorphism.
PROPOSITION 10.2. Let X be a finite-type CW-complex. Then the following
are equi¨ alent.
 . U  .i H X is a finitely generated Z -algebra; p.
 . U  .ii H X ; F is a finitely generated F -algebra, and the torsion inp p
U  .H X has bounded exponent.
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U  . jProof. Let I be the ideal of H X of elements annihilated by p .j
 . U  .Under hypothesis i , H X is Noetherian, so there exists j such that0
U  . U  .I s I for all j G j . Now the map from H X to H X ; F has imagej j 0 p0U  .  .H X r p , a finitely generated F -algebra, and cokernel isomorphic top
U  .the ideal I , which is a finitely generated module for H X , and hence1
U  .  .  .  .also for H X r p . Thus i « ii .
 . jConversely, assume that ii holds. Let p annihilate the torsion in
U  . p jq 1 U  .H X , and let R be the image of the map x ¬ x from H X ; F toj p
U  .itself. Then R is a finitely generated ring, and H X ; F is a finitelyj p
j U  .generated R -module. Since p annihilates torsion in H X , the Bock-j
i i .stein spectral sequence with E -page E s H X ; F collapses at the1 1 p
U  .E -page, so that any element of H X ; F which is a cycle for thejq1 p
Bockstein b and for each higher Bockstein b , . . . , b is in the image of1 2 j
U  . U  .H X . But if x g H X ; F is a cycle for b , thenp i
b x p s pb x x py1 s 0, .  .iq1 iq1
so by induction, the subring R consists of universal cycles in the Bock-j
stein spectral sequence.
Moreover, each of the non-zero differentials in the Bockstein spectral
sequence is an R -linear map. Hence the universal cycles in the Bocksteinj
U  . U  .spectral sequence, or equivalently, the image of H X in H X ; F ,p
U  .form an R -submodule of H X ; F . It follows that this image, which isj p
U  .  .isomorphic to H X r p , is a finitely generated ring. Now take a finite
U  . U  .  .set of elements of H X mapping to a set of generators for H X r p .
U  .The Z -subalgebra of H X generated by these elements is the whole p.
U  .of H X , since a proper Z -submodule of the finitely generated module p.
i i .  .  .H X cannot have image the whole of H X r p .
 .Remark. The case when X is a Moore space with H X ; Z isomorphicn
to the rationals shows that the assumption that X has finite type is
necessary in Proposition 10.2. I do not know of any finite type X such that
U  . U  .H X ; F is finitely generated, but H X is not finitely generated.p
PROPOSITION 10.3. Let X and X 9 be CW-complexes of finite type whose
Z -cohomology is a finitely generated algebra, and let i G 0 be a positi¨ e p.
integer. Then the ob¨ious maps induce homeomorphisms as shown below:
 .  v  ..  v  ..i V H X ; F ( V H X ;0 p 0
 .  U  ..  v  ..ii if p s 2, then V H X ; F ( V H X ; F ;0 2 0 2
 .  v  ..  v  . v  ..iii V H X = X 9 ( V H X m H X 9 .i i
 .Proof. Firstly, note that for any R, the natural map R ª Rr p in-
  ..  .duces a homeomorphism V Rr p ª V R . Thus by Proposition 10.1,0 0
 . v  .  . v  .for i it suffices to show that the map from H X r p to H X ; F isp
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an F-isomorphism. The kernel of this map is trivial, and it was shown
during the proof of Proposition 10.2 that if p j annihilates the torsion in
U  . v  . p jq 1 v  .  .H X , then for any x g H X ; F , x is in the image of H X r p .p
 .Part ii also follows easily from Proposition 10.1, because the kernel of the
v  . U  .inclusion of H X ; F in H X ; F is of course trivial, and the square2 2
of any element is in the image.
 .For iii , we first consider the case i s 0. Let f stand for the map from
U  . U  . U  .H X m H X 9 to H X = X 9 . Since X and X 9 are finite type CW-
complexes, there is a Kunneth exact sequenceÈ
fU U U60 ª H X m H X 9 H X = X 9 .  .  .
ª TorUy 1 HU X , HU X 9 ª0 6 .  .  . .
which splits, and the Tor-term consists of torsion elements of bounded
exponent.
Consider the commutative diagram given below. Each of the maps is
  .injective for fr p this follows from the fact that the Kunneth sequenceÈ
 . .6 is split . The maps p and p m p are F-isomorphisms by the proof of
 .i , and the map labelled ``inc.'' is an F-isomorphism because it is injective
 .and the pth power of any element is in its image. Now fr p is injective,
and every other map in the diagram is an F-isomorphism. It follows that
 .fr p is also an F-isomorphism.
(v v v v6  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .H X m H X 9 r p H X r p m H X 9 r p
6 6
 .fr p pmp
v v v .  .  .  .H X = X 9 r p H X ; F m H X 9; F
6 6
p p
p inc.
( U Uv even6 .   .  ..H X = X 9; F H X ; F m H X 9; F .p p p
 .  .Since V R is a subvariety of V R , it follows that for general i the mapi 0
f : V H v X = X 9 ª V H v X m H v X 9 .  .  . .  .i i
is a homeomorphism onto its image. To show that this map is surjective, it
v  . isuffices to show that if y g H X = X 9 satisfies p y s 0, then there
v  . v  . i  . Nexists x g H X m H X 9 with p x s 0 and such that f x s y for
  .  .some N. This is because f g V R _ V R if and only if there exists r0 i
i  . .  .with p r s 0 and f r / 0. From the fact that fr p is an F-isomor-
v  . v  . v  .phism, we obtain x9 g H X m H X 9 and y9 g H X = X 9 such
 . p n rthat f x9 s y q py9. Now pick r sufficiently large that p annihilates
U  . U  . rthe torsion in H X and H X 9 . Then p annihilates the Tor-term in
 .  p r . p nq r U  .6 , so f x9 y y is in the image of f. Thus there exists x0 g H X
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U  .  . p nq r vm H X 9 such that f x0 s y . Express x0 s x q x , where x g He o e
m H v and x g H odd m H odd. Now pi x s pi x s 0, and either p is oddo e o
in which case x 2 s 0, ando
x0 p
i s x p i q pi x p iy1 q x 2 ??? s x p i, .e e o e
2 v  . v  . 2or p s 2, in which case x g H X m H X 9 , 2 x s 0, ando o
x0 2
i s x 2 i q 2 i x 2 iy1 x q 2 x 2 ??? q x 2 i s x 2 i q x 2 i. .e e o o o e o
p i v  . v  .In either case, x s x is an element of H X m H X 9 such that
Np .f x s y for some N, as required.
PROPOSITION 10.4. Let R be a finitely generated commutati¨ e Z -algebra, p.
with an action of a finite group G, and write RG for the G-fixed points in R.
 .Then for each i, the natural map gi¨ es rise to a homeomorphism V R rG ªi
 G.V R .i
w xProof. For i s 0, this is a standard result, see, for example, 4, Chap. 5 .
w x It is also a special case of Lemma 8.11 of 26 view the group G as a
category with one object and the G-action on R as a functor from G to
.Z -algebras . Given the case i s 0, the general case follows provided that p.
 .  G.  .V R maps surjectively to V R . Let f be any element of V R whosei i
G  G.restriction to R lies in V R , and let r be an element of R such thati
i  .  .p r s 0. Then Q r s 0, where Q X is the monic polynomialr r
Q X s X y g .r . .  .r
ggG
G The coefficients in this polynomial lie in R , and apart from 1, the
. ileading coefficient are annihilated by p . Thus
f r <G < s f Q r s f 0 s 0, .  .  . .r
 .and so f g V R .i
PROPOSITION 10.5. Let R be a finitely generated commutati¨ e Z -alge- p.
bra, let C act on S s Rmp by permuting the factors, and let m: S ª R be thep
 .multiplication homomorphism. Define U : V S by
<U s f g V S ; x g S, f g . x s 0 . .  / 5
ggCp
U   ..  .  C p.Then U s m V R , and U maps injecti¨ ely to V S rC s V S .p
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Proof. First note that m: S ª R is C -equivariant for the given actionp
U   ..on S and the trivial action on R. Now if f g m V R , or equivalently,
f s c (m for some c : R ª k, then for any x g S,
f g . x s c g .m x s c p.m x s 0. .  . .  /  /
ggC ggCp p
U   ..Thus m V R : U.
For the converse, given r g R, let x s r m 1 m ??? m 1, and let1
x , . . . , x be the images of x under the C -action. It suffices to show that2 p 1 p
 .  .  .if f g U, then for any r, f x s f x s ??? s f x . Let s s1 2 p i
 .s x , . . . , x be the ith elementary symmetric function in x , . . . , x . Fori 1 p 1 p
1 F i F p y 1, the stabilizer in S of a subset of size i has order coprimep
to p, and hence there exists y such thati
s s g . y .i i
ggCp
 .  .Now if f g U, then f s s 0 for 1 F i F p y 1, and hence each f x isi j
p  .a root of the equation X y f s s 0, which has all of its roots equal.p
U   ..  .The last claim follows since m V R consists of points of V S fixed by
the C -action.p
U  .THEOREM 10.6. If X is a finite type CW-complex such that H X
p  vis finitely generated as a Z -algebra, then so is X = EC , and V H p. C p ip
 p ..X = EC may be described as follows.C pp
Let g U , d U , be the ring homomorphisms
U C Ug p dmpU U U U6 6H X = BC H X H X H X .  .  . .  .p
induced by the projection X = EC ª X = BC and the diagonal map X =p p
EC ª X p = EC . Thenp p
V H v X p = EC . /0 C pp
g
v v6( lim V H X = BC V H X . .  . . 0 p 0ª
d mpv6 V H X rC , . . /0 p
and for i ) 0,
V H v X p = EC . /i C pp
Id d mpv v v6 6( lim V H X V H X V H X rC . .  .  . .  .  . /iy1 i i pª
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Remark. Roughly one could write
mpv p v vV H X = EC s V H X = BC j V H X rC , . .  . .  . /0 C p 0 p 0 pp
mpv p v vV H X = EC s V H X j V H X rC . .  . .  . . /i C p iy1 i pp
Proof. Let aU and b U be the homomorphisms defined in Section 6, so
that there is a commutative diagram:
aUU Up p C6 p .  .H X = EC H X
6 6
C pp
U Ub d
UgU U6 .  .H X = BC H X .p
Use the same notation for the corresponding homomorphisms of mod-p
cohomology.
Obviously, X is of finite type if and only if X p = EC is of finite type.C pp
In this case, Nakaoka's theorem given above as Theorem 2.1 together with
. U  p .the remarks that follow it , implies that H X = EC ; F is isomorphicC p pp
to the graded tensor product
C pU UpH X ; F m H BC ; F . .p p p
modulo the ideal generated by elements of the form
gU x m y , x g HU X p ; F , y g H i BC ; F , i ) 0. .  . . p p p
ggCp
Let hU stand for the projection map
C pU U U Up ph : H X ; F m H BC ; F ª H X = EC ; F . . .  .p p p C p pp
Note that there is no analogue of hU for Z -cohomology. Note also that p.
there is a commutative diagram:
hUC pU U Up p6H X ; F m H BC ; F H X = EC ; F . .  .p p p C p pp
6
Ub
Ud m1 6
U UH X ; F m H BC ; F . .  .p p p
U  p . U  .It follows that H X = EC ; F is finitely generated if H X ; F is.C p p pp
i U  .If p annihilates torsion in H X , then either by the results of Section 4
iq1 U  p .or a transfer argument, p annihilates the torsion in H X = EC .C pp
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U  .Hence by Proposition 10.2, if H X is finitely generated, then so is
U  p .H X = EC .C pp
For the case i s 0, it is convenient to work with mod-p cohomology, and
deduce the result for Z -cohomology from Proposition 10.3. Let f be p.
 U  p ..an element of V H X = EC ; F , and let y be the image in0 C p pp2 p . 2 .H X = EC ; F of a generator for H BC ; F . If y9 is any elementC p p p pp
U  p . U  . 2of H X = EC ; F such that a y9 s 0, then y9 is in the idealC p pp
 Ugenerated by y. To see this, recall that a is the edge homomorphism in
the Cartan]Leray spectral sequence for X p = EC , and that the idealC ppi, j .  .generated by y maps on to E for i G 2. Thus if f y s 0, then f2
v  p .C pfactors through H X ; F , or in other words f gp
  v  p .C p..a V H X ; F , and this factorisation is of course unique.p
 . v  p .On the other hand, if f y / 0, then for all x g H X ; F ,p
f gU x s 0. . /
ggCp
v  .In particular, Proposition 10.5 in the case R s H X ; F shows thatp
 v  . v  .. Uthere exists f9 g V H X ; F m H BC ; F such that f (h sp p p
 U . U Uf9( d m 1 . Since h is surjective, it follows that f s f9( b .
 . UThus if f y / 0 then f factors through the image of b . If R is the
v  . p Uimage of H X ; F under the map x ¬ x , then the image of bp
v  .contains R m H BC ; F , as this is the subring generated by the imagep p
v  .of H BC ; F and elements of the form x X 1. However, any homomor-p p
v  . v  .phism from R m H BC ; F to k extends uniquely to H X = BC ; Fp p p p
v  .by Proposition 10.1, and so f factors uniquely through H X = BC ; F .p p
v  p .C p v  .Finally, if f factors through both H X ; F and H X = BC ; F ,p p p
 . v  .then f y s 0, and so f factors uniquely through H X ; F . Thisp
completes the claim in the case i s 0.
For the case when i ) 0, we consider the information given by the
Cartan]Leray spectral sequence with Z -coefficients. The results of p.
U  p .Section 5 imply that any element x of H X = EC yielding anC pp
element of Em , n for m ) 0, has order p. Hence if f is an element of`
 v  p .. v  p.CpV H X = EC , f factors through H X . Thus for each i ) 0,1 C pp
C Cv p v p v pp pa V H X = V H X = EC = a V H X . .  . .  . . /  / /i C p ip
For simplicity we shall restrict attention to H 2 pU , the subring of H v
 2 pUconsisting of elements in degrees divisible by 2 p. The inclusion of H
v  v .  2 pU . .in H induces a homeomorphism from V H to V H for each i.i i
U  .As in previous sections we fix a decomposition of H X as a direct
sum of cyclic groups, and use this to split the E -page of the Cartan]Leray`
spectral sequence as a direct sum of pieces as described in Section 5.
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U  p .Refine the resulting decomposition of H X = EC to a splitting intoC pp 2 pU  p .cyclic summands. If x generates a cyclic summand of H X = ECC pp
of order pi, there are only two possibilities: Either x is contained in a
summand of the spectral sequence concentrated in E#0, U , and its image in
2 pU  p.C p iH X generates a cyclic summand of order p , or x is contained in a
summand of the spectral sequence of the type discussed in Theorems 5.1
2 pU  p.C pand 5.19, and its image in H X generates a cyclic summand of
iy1 2 pU  p.order p . In the first case, there exists x9 g H X such that
x s g . x9,
ggCp
 . U  .and so as in the proof of Proposition 10.5 d x s 0. It follows that
V H 2 pU X p = EC . /i C pp
CU U2 p p 2 pp= a V H X j a (d V H X , .  . . . . /i iy1
and it remains only to prove the opposite inequality.
 2 pU  .. 2 pU  .If f g V H X _ V , then there exists x g H X such thatiy1
iy1  . 2 pU  pp x s 0 and f x / 0. In this case, y s x X 1 is an element of H X
. i U U  .= EC such that p y s 0 and f (d ( a y / 0. ThusC pp
a (d f s f (d U ( aU f V H 2 pU X p = EC . .  . /i C pp
If
f g V H 2 pU X p _ d V H 2 pU X j V H 2 pU X p , .  .  . .  .  . . .i
2 pU  .mp i  .then there exists x, x9 g H X such that p . x s 0 but f x / 0,
 .  .and by Proposition 10.5 f  g. x9 / 0. It suffices to find y gg g Cp2 pU  .mp i  .H X such that p . y s 0 and f  g. y / 0. By choosing y tog g C jp
be a combination of various products of elements of the form g. x, we may
ensure that for 1 F j F p y 1,
g . y s s g . x , . . . , g . x , . j j 1 p
ggCp
where g . x, . . . , g . x are the images of x under the C -action, and s1 p p j
stands for the jth elementary symmetric function. Each y satisfies pi. y sj j
0, so if there exists j such that
f g . y s f s g . x , . . . , g . x / 0, . . j j 1 p /
ggCp
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then y s y will do. Otherwise, it follows as in the proof of Propositionj
.  .  .10.5 that for each g g C , f g. x s f x . In this case, y s xx9 has thep
required properties.
 .11. CARLSON'S W Gi
As in the last section we take Z -coefficients for cohomology unless p.
otherwise stated, and fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p,
 .upon which the definition of V y depends. For G a finite group, note
that EG may be taken to be of finite type. For G a finite group and Y a
finite G-CW-complex, Quillen showed that the equivariant cohomology
U  . w xring H Y = EG is finitely generated 26 . For such G and Y, defineG
 .  .varieties W G, Y , W G byi i
v  4W G, Y s V H Y = EG , W G s W G, ) , .  .  .  . .i i G i i
 .  .where V y is as defined in Section 10. Note that W G, Y is a covarianti i
 .functor of the pair G, Y , and that if H is a subgroup of G, then the
U  . U  .finiteness of H H as an H G -module implies that the fibres of the
 .  . w xmap W H ª W G are finite. In 26 , Quillen gave a complete descrip-i i
 .  .  .tion of W G, Y s W G, Y . The subvarieties W G for i ) 0 were0 i
w x  .introduced by Carlson in 11 . Very little is known about W G andi
 .W G, Y in general. The results of Section 10 of course have corollariesi
 .concerning W G, Y . For example, if Y 9 is a finite H-CW-complex, theni
 .by Proposition 10.3 iii ,
W G = H , Y = Y 9 ( W G, Y = W H , Y 9 . .  .  .i i i
For most of this section we use examples constructed as wreath products
 .to shed some light on questions raised by Carlson concerning W G . Thei
 .lower bound we give for the size of W G in Theorem 11.9 is independent1
of the rest of the paper however. The following three statements are
corollaries of Theorem 10.6.
COROLLARY 11.1. Let G be a finite group and Y a finite G-CW-complex,
and let G X C act on Y p, where G p acts component-wise and C byp p
permuting the factors. Let g be the inclusion of the G-space Y as the diagonal
in Y p, which is equi¨ ariant for the diagonal map from G to G p, let C actp
tri¨ ially on Y, and let d be the identity map on Y ¨iewed as an equi¨ ariant
map from the G-space Y to the G = C -space Y. Thenp
W G X C , Y p .0 p
g dp p 6
6s lim W G , Y rC W G, Y W G = C , Y , .  .  . .0 p 0 0 pª
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and for i ) 0,
g Idp p p 6
6
W G X C , Y s lim W G , Y rC W G, Y W G, Y . .  .  . .  .i p i p i iy1ª
Proof. This is just Theorem 10.6 in the case X s Y = EG.G
COROLLARY 11.2. With notation as in Corollary 11.1, and i ) 0,
dim W G X C , Y p s max p . dim W G, Y , 1 , 4 . .0 p 0
dim W G X C , Y p s max p . dim W G, Y , dim W G, Y . 4 .  . .i p i iy1
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let m s  m p j, where 0 F m - p. Thenj j j
dim W S s m p jy iy1 . . i m j
jGiq1
In particular,
0 if i G n ,
ndim W S s .i p nyiy1 p otherwise.
Proof. If G is a finite group with Sylow p-subgroup P, then the map
 .  .  .W P ª W G has finite fibres by the Evens]Venkov theorem and itsi i
surjective since the kernel of the transfer is an ideal forming a complement
U  . U  .to the image of H G in H P . The Sylow p-subgroup of S ism
isomorphic to
m m1 2P = P = ??? , .  .1 2
where P is the Sylow p-subgroup of S n. Thus it suffices to prove then p
assertion for P . This follows from Corollary 11.2 by induction, sincen
P ( P X C .n ny1 p
 .Carlson also introduced the cohomological exponential invariant, che G
of a finite group G, defined by
< Uche G s min O x ??? O x H G; Z is a finitely generated .  .  .  .1 r
module for the subring generated by the x .4i
The theorem that we quote as Theorem 3.4 is equivalent to the statement
< <  .   ..that G divides che G . Let n che G stand for the number of times thatp
 .p divides che G . Carlson showed that
n che G s dim W G 7 .  .  . . p i
iG0
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5  . 6and gave an example of a group G of order p with che G s p . Using
 .  .  .Corollary 11.2 and the description of the p-part of che G given by 7 , it
< <  .is easy to find groups for which G - che G . One such example is
contained in Proposition 11.4. We give another different example in
Proposition 11.10.
 n.PROPOSITION 11.4. Let G s C X C , so that G is a split extension withp p
 . pnkernel C , quotient C , and the quotient acts freely on an F -basis for thep p p
kernel. Then
pnqn < < pnq1che G s p , whereas G s p . .
 . The generalized Frattini subgroups F G , defined in Section 8 justn
.  .before Proposition 8.4 may be used to give an upper bound for W G .n
Before stating our result in Theorem 11.6, we recall a theorem of Carlson
w xfrom 11, Sect. 4 .
THEOREM 11.5. Let G be a finite group and H a normal subgroup of G.
 .  .The in¨erse image of 0 under the map W G ª W GrH is equal to the
 .image of W H .
 . U  .Remark. The element 0 g W G is the homomorphism H G ª k
which sends all elements in positive degree to zero.
 .THEOREM 11.6. Let G be a p-group. Then W G is contained in then
  ..image of W F G .n
i  .. nProof. The group H GrF G has exponent dividing p for all butn
 .finitely many i by Proposition 8.4. Thus if f g W G , then f maps to 0 inn
  ..W GrF G . The claim follows from Theorem 11.5.n
 .Carlson asked if, for G a p-group, W G always contains the image ofn
 n .. n .  ny1 ..W F G , where F G s F F G is the nth iterated Frattini sub-
group of G. Proposition 11.7 shows that this is consistent with the upper
bound of Theorem 11.6. However, in Proposition 11.8 we construct wreath
 .  n ..products G such that W G does not contain the image of W F G ,n
answering Carlson's question negatively.
 . n .PROPOSITION 11.7. Let G be a p-group. Then F G G F G .n
Proof. Given H, a subgroup of G of index pr F pn, let
H s H - H - ??? - H - H s Gr ry1 1 0
< <be a chain of subgroups of G such that H : H s p. Then for each i,i iq1
r n .  .  .H G F H , and so by induction H G F G G F G .iq1 i r
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PROPOSITION 11.8. Let S be an elementary abelian p-group of rank r,
acting freely transiti¨ ely on V, and let G be the wreath product C n X S forp
some n ) 0. Then
dim W F n G s pr y 1, whereas dim W G F pry1. .  . . n
 .  n ..In particular, W G cannot contain the image of W F G unless p s 2n
and r s 1.
 .  .Proof. Recall that for H a subgroup of G, the map W H to W G is
finite, and so preserves dimensions. Recall also that for G a p-group,
 .F G can be defined to be the minimal normal subgroup H of G such that
GrH is elementary abelian. Now G as in the statement can be generated
by r q 1 elements, r of which map to a generating set for S, and one
element of the form
V
ng , 1, . . . , 1 g C F C X S s G. .  .p pn
 . rq1A homomorphism from G onto C may be constructed, which showsp
that G cannot be generated by fewer than r q 1 elements. It follows that
 . rq1  .VnF G has index p , and is an index p subgroup of C . Thusp
p ry1 p ry1n
n ny1F G ( C = C , F G ( C . .  . .  .p p p
This proves the first claim. For the second claim, note that G is a subgroup
 .n r nq rof the wreath product C X S F S , and so dim W G is bounded byp p p n
ry1 .nq rdim W S , which equals p by Proposition 11.3.n p
The only general lower bound that I have been able to find is the
 . w xfollowing bound for W G , which is related to Proposition 1 of 21 .1
 .  .THEOREM 11.9. Let G be a p-group, and let H s Z G l F G , the
 .intersection of the centre and the Frattini subgroup of G. Then W G contains1
 .the image of W H .
Proof. H is central, so is abelian. Let K be the elements of H of order
 .dividing p. Then K is a subgroup of H and W K maps homeomorphically
 . U  .onto W H . It will therefore suffice to show that any element of H G of
U  .order p has trivial image in H K .
U  . U  .For this, we claim that the image of H G; F in H K ; F is con-p p
U  . U  .tained in the image of H K . Assuming this for now, let x g H G
have order p, and recall the Bockstein long exact sequence
=p dU U U Uq16 6 6??? H G H G H G; F H G .  .  . .p
=p Uq 16 H G ??? . .
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 .  G  ..Since px s 0, there exists y such that d y s x. Now d Res y sK
G  . U  . U  .Res x . By the claim, the image of H G; F in H K ; F is containedK p p
G  .in the kernel of d , and so Res x s 0 as required.K
It remains to prove the claim made in the last paragraph. For this we
consider the spectral sequence with F -coefficients for the central exten-p
sion
K ª G ª GrK .
U  . U  .The E -page is isomorphic to H K ; F m H GrK; F . For clarity,2 p p
 .suppose that p is odd the case p s 2 is similar but not identical . In this
case,
U w a x w xH K ; F ( L K m F K , .p p
a  .the tensor product of the exterior algebra on K s Hom K, F , gener-p
ated in degree 1, with the algebra of polynomial functions on K where the
. U  . Uq 1 .monomials have degree 2 . The Bockstein H K ; F ª H K ; F mapsp p
1 w xH isomorphically to the degree 2 piece of F K .p
 . 1 .  .Since K is contained in F G , every element of H G; F ( Hom G, Fp p
restricts trivially to K. It follows that
d : E0, 1 ( K a ª E2, 0 ( H 2 GrK ; F .2 2 2 p
w xmust be injective. Note also that the generators for F K are cycles for dp 2
by the Serre transgression theorem. It follows that E0, U , the cycles for d3 2
0, U w x U  .in E , is isomorphic to F K . This subring of H K ; F is contained in2 p p
U  . U  . U  .the image of H K . The image of H G; F in H K ; F is isomorphicp p
U U0,  .to E , so is a subring of the image of H K as required.`
 .Remark. Note that Theorems 11.6 and 11.9 together describe W G1
 .completely for any p-group G such that F G is central. This includes the
w xtwo examples discussed by Carlson in 11 . As a further example we make
the following statement, whose proof we leave as an exercise.
PROPOSITION 11.10. Let G be the group with presentation
< p w xG s a , . . . , a a s 1, a , a is central . :1 n i i j
Then G is a finite p-group, with
n ndim W G s q 1, dim W G s , .  .0 1 /  /2 2
n q 1 2< <n G s , n che G s n y n q 1. .  . .p p /2
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 .Remark. The author knows of no example in which W G is not equali
 .to the image of W H for some subgroup H of G. One might conjecture
that this is always the case, or more weakly one might conjecture that for
 .  .any G, W G is equal to a union of images of W E for some collection ofi
w xelementary abelian subgroups E of G. By Section 12 of 26 , this weaker
U  .conjecture is equivalent to the following: Let J be the ideal of H G; Fi p
U  .  .generated by the image of I , the ideal in H G used to define W G .i i
Then the radical of J is closed under the action of Steenrod's reducedi
powers P i.
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